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ABSTRACT 
The t\.10-stro.ke spark ignition engine has considerable 
advantages over four-stroke engines. 11 hese include, high 
po\.;er to weight ratios, and simplicity, and consequent low 
cost of construction and maintenance. However-, it also has 
substantial di.sadvantages which have prevei1ted its wider 
application. Tl. es e a r e , hi g h s p e c i f i c f u e 1 co n s ump t i on a n d 
high hydrocarbon exhaust emissions. 
Research into obviating 
mixed ol'." little ~•uccess. 
these disadvantages hu.s met with 
E f f o rt s i n v o 1 v in g tu n ed exh au s t 
pipes produced improvements O'Jel'." a limited speed range 
only. Direct .fuel injection would provide a mechanically 
simple solution l~o the disadvantages of a two-stroke. 'rhe 
use of inject.ion of fuel directly into the cylinder, 
however, has produced conflicting reports. Therefore, an 
experimental in.vE)St.igation was carried out to cesolve this 
conflict. 
A theory was proposed suggesting that stratification of the 
fresh charge should be possible using direct fuel 
injection. Thi.s vrnuld reduce loss of fuel due to short 
circuiting and mixing of the fresh charge, and as a 
consequence, reduce the specific fuel consumption· and 
hydrocarbon emissions. 
This theory was t.ested in the following manner. A 
carburetted engine, suitable for modification, was chosen 
a n d t e s t e d i n s t. a n d a r d f 0 nn t 0 p r 0 v i d e a b a s i s f 0 r 
c o m p a r i s o n . 'l' h e e n g i n e w a s t h em mo d i f i e d u s i n g f o u r 
alternative locations fol'." the electromagnetically operated 
injector. 
( i) 
Results showed that the in no way improved 
upon the pe rformancr::: of 
injected engine, 
the carburetted engine. 'l'he brake 
specific fuel consumption of the carburetted engine at full 
power was 3409/:kVJh. 
this figure by usinc:l 
drop in po\ver. 'J.'h is 
The injected engine could only approach 
lean mixtures', with a cot·responding 32% 
' indicated stratification of the fresh 
charge was not. occurring and that there was little or no 
reduction in short circuiting and mixing. There.fore a 
scavenging analysis was carried out on the engine using two 
possible methods. 
The .first method involved ·analysing· ~he exhaust gases to 
produce a »Curve of charging efficiency against delivery 
ratio. The .second was a qualitative technique which 
produced 'three dimensional 1 scavenging pictures. To 
provide a basis for: comparison for the second technique, a 
model of an e'ngine of known carburetted performance was 
constructed and this method applied to obtain scavenging 
pictures. 
From the analy~is, reasons for the relative performance of 
the carburetted; engines could be provided in terms of short 
circuiting and :mixing of the fresh charge.· It was noticed 
from the scav~ngin9 pictures of the model engine, that 
airflow from hvu of the four transfer ports formed a 
s t r o n g 1 y s e p a r a t e c h a r g e a t t he 1 b a ck 1 of the c y 1 i n de r , 
' 
opposite the exhaust port. It was proposed that injection 
of fuel into these transfer passages should form a 
stratified charge with little or no short circuiting. 
is suggested as 1a path for future investigation. 
This 
In conclusion then, direct fuel injection appears to have 
little advantage in terms of specific fuel consumption· or 
_power. It ' appears stcatified charging 
the. separate chacges are prepared 
is only possible if 
before entering the 
cylinder, as\ .;rnggested by other researchers. 'I'his would be 
possible using indirect fuel injection as suggested above. 
(ii) 
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CHAPi'ER ONE 
1. INTlWDUC'l'ION 
The ever increasin9 cost of fuel has forced internal 
combustion engineers to look at eve.ry conceivable 
alternative in attempting to make engines mor-e efficient. 
The convent'ional carburetted four-stroke engine has been 
fuel injected resulting in small increases in per-formance 
and efficiency. H owe v e r , t h es e i n c r e a s e s c om e w i t h a 
significant increase in complexity and cost. At the other 
end of the internal combustion engine spectrum lies the 
two-stroke ·engine which has the following advantages when 
compared..:..·,to a four-stroke e ng in e; 
* high specific power output 
* compactness and light weight 
* simplicity of construction and maintenance 
Consequently it has been used where high power to weight 
ratios are essential as for example in motoccycle r-acing, 
power- boats and chains~ws. Its wider use has been prevented 
by its major disadvantages which are; 
* high specific fuel consumption 
* high hydrocarbon emissions. 
Figure 1. 1 shows how a small in dus trial two-stroke engine 
compares to other internal combustion engines in terms of 
specific fuel consumption and specific power output. 
The reason for the high specific fuel consumption .1s clear 
when conside1:·in9 the operation of a two-stroke spark 
ignition engine. Figure l.2(a) shows the start of the gas 
exchange process of a conventional crankcase scavenged 
( 1) 
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( 3) 
engine.· As t h e f a 11 i n g pi s ton u n co v e rs t h e ex ha u s t po rt , 
blowdown commc:nces, corresponding to a rapid drop in 
pressure in the' cylinder as spent gases escape out of the 
exhaust. The descending piston causes fresh inlet gases 
trapped in the crankcase to be compressed so that when the 
transfer passages are uncovered, fresh charge begins to 
enter the cylinder, (Figure l.2b). 'l' h e e x h a u s t a n d 
charging processes are, therefore, taking place 
simultaneously. As the piston rises, the increasing 
crankcase volume causes a negative pressure. As a result, 
fresh. charge is induced through· either a· piston controlled 
port, rotary or reed valve, into the crankcase. 
By the time' the rising piston closes the exhaust port, the 
gas exchange or s~avenging process is complete. Compression 
commences follo\.Jed by ignition and combustion (Figure 
l. 2c) • Expansion of the burning charge proceeds until the 
exhaust port is·opened, completing the cycle. 
The jigh specific fuel consumption .1s caused by the fact 
that the exhaust and charging processes take place 
simultaneously. A high percentage (as much as 40%) of the 
fresh fuel/air mixture supplied is lost by short circuiting 
and mixing. 
Short circuiti,ng occurs when fresh charge ente.ring the 
cylinder from tile transfer passages is lost through the 
exhaust without being trapped ~nd burned. 
Mixing refers to the fresh charge mixing with the exiting 
exhaust gases. 
Loss of fuel through mixing and short circuiting occurs in 
all two-stroke engines to a greater or lessl=:r extent 
depending on the port timing, transfer and exhaust port and 
passage layout, and engine operating condition. 
( 4 ) 
F i g u r e l • 3 s ho \'1 ~ t h e r e 1 a t i o n s h i p be t .w e en t h e rm a 1 
efficiency, trapping efficiency and air/fuel 1'.'atio. 'rhe 
importance of tca(.)ping efficiency is immediately apparent. 
Using lean mixtures may increase thermal efficiency, but 
what is not appar.ent from the grpph is the loss of power 
resulting from under-utilization of the trapped air. 
A great deal of research has been 4ohe into reducing mixing 
and short circuiting with"varying degrees of success. The 
most promising results have been provided by various methods 
of stratified charging. One reportedly effective method 
involves low pressure fue1 injection. (These and other 
methods are discussed in the next chapter.) 
If the charging process involves only fresh air and fuel is 
in j e cu~ d into . the c y 1 i nde r at an a ppr op r i ate t irn e and 
location, the short circuiting and mixing of the fuel could 
be minimised and therefore the specific fuel consumption and 
hydrocarbon emmissions would improve. 
The 1 i t er at u.r e rev ea 1 s con fl i ct in g reports on the 
effectiveness of fuel injected stratified charging. This 
and the lack of research into the field ptovided motivation 
for a thesis on this topic. Although a fuel .injected system 
would bring added complication to the simple elegance of the 
two-stroke, the advantages would be sub~tantial. 
From the above it follows 
subject must 
reports and 
depending on 
firstly resolve 
then either one 
the au tcome. 
that investigation into the 
the problem of the conflicting 
of two paths must be pe rsued 
S.hould investigation show that 
there is no advantage in fuel injection, then analysis of 
the scavenging ~cocess must indicate why this is the case. 
Howe v er , s ho u l d t h e p ci n c i pl e o f f u e 1 i n j e <::: t ion pr o duce 
promisinq irnpi:-ovements .in thermal efficiency, the lo.gical 
( 5 ) 
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( 6) 
co u r s e of a c t i on w o u 1 d be to d e v el op a con t r o 1 s y s t em t ha t 
would pr-ovide the required amount of fuel to the engine at 
any particular load and speed. 
Major problems expected are listed below: 
* modification of existing four--stroke fuel injectors 
to suit the flow requirements cif a ti,.10-stroke 
engine. 
* detenn.inin<J the optimun nozzle location, fuel supply 
pressure, and spray geometri~s. 
The objectives of this thesis then, ar-e to resolve by 
experimentation a conflict evident in the literature and to 
.follow one of two paths of investigation depending upon the 
results of these experiments. 
( 7) 
CHAPTER TWO 
2. LI A'l'UHE SUH VEY. 
2. l. The Two-Strcike S ctrum. 
'I' h e r e · are ma n y v a r i a t i on s to t h e des i g n of two - stroke 
engines. Figure 2.1 sho1.Js ,the extent of these 
variations. 'I'he rcinciple on which they operate is the same 
i n s p i t e o f th e d i f f e r en c e s .· i n me c h a n i ca l d es i g n a n a 
ar r-ang em en t. 
As the maintenance of mechanical simplicity is thought to be 
of prime importance, the desighs in Figure 2.1 (c,d,e,f} 
are mechanically too complicated and therefore too expensive 
to have found wide use as spark ignition engines,· despite 
t h e s l i g h t i Q c re a s e i n p e r f o rm a nc e due t o t he me c ha n i ca 1 
design. Diesel engine manufacturers have, however, made 
good use of some of these designs, but com pres si on ignition 
engines are beyond the scope of th is survey. 
'I'he design that has found widest applica.tion amongst 
two-stroke sp<,rk ignition engines is the loop scavenged 
engine and in par.licular, the Schnur le scavenged, crankcase 
compression engine. This has pr-oved to be the most simple 
me t ho d of s up p 1 y i n g fr es h ch a cg e to t he c y 1 i nd e r-. O t he r-
s c a v e n g i n g me t ho d s use s u pe r- ch a r- g i n g de v i c es s u ch as the 
I 
Roots blower, but these add expense and complication. The 
ope r- a t i on of a c 1~ an kc as e s ca v en g e d two -s t r- o k e has bee n 
outlined iri Ch,apter- One and will ther-efor-e not be detailed 
\. 
here. 
(8) 
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2.2 High Press~re Fuel Injection 
Various researchers (l,2,3) suggest fuel injection is the 
logical solution ·to th'e disadvantages inherent in the 
two-stroke engine. Earliest ,attempts to this end 
concentrated on the use of mechanical injection pumps (4) 
and showed considerable improvement in specific fuel 
consumption, (a.s lm-1 as 330g/kWh). However, most of these 
efforts showed up engine speed limitations. (Maximum mean 
effective pressure at 2500 rpm,· and maximum speed of 4500 
rpm for a 700cc two cylinder two-stroke). Furthermore, high 
pressure injection ru1nps are· far mote costly to produce than 
a carburett6r, and therefore such a system Would seldom find 
its way to th~ production line. 
is given below. 
A review of one such study 
A study of 
engine (5) 
high pressure fuel injection of a two-stroke 
' 
showed that brake specific fuel consumption 
(hereafter abbreviated to bsfc) could be reduced from a best 
value of 360g/kWh with a carburettor to 2709/kWh with 
cylinder head injection, a reduction of 25% which is 
comparable to t:he performance of four-stroke engines of 
similar capacity. 
The engine used in this study was a two cylinder 350cc 
Schnurle scavenged engine. Although the pri.me purpose of 
the paper was to reduce the exhaust emissions of a 
two-stroke, the, study shows that fuel injection can be the 
solution to the disadvantages of the two-stroke engine. 
Exactly how this is done is the problem. 
(10) 
2. 2. l Injector __ Location. 
If o.nly fresh air is used to scavenge the t\.;o-stroke and 
fuel is injected in the closed par.t of the cycle, (exhaust 
closed to exhaust open), it can l?e expected that no fuel 
will be lost by shor-t circuiting and mixing. Using the 
assumption that closed cycle injection is desirable, the 
alternative location of the injectoli" in either the transfer 
passages of cylinder. bore 'is immediately discounted as this 
w o u 1 d re q u i re ope n c y c 1 e i n j e c t i on , (ex ha u s t ope n t o ex ha u s t 
closed), encouraging short circuiting. Furthermore severe 
timing limitation would· be placed on the injector. 
Therefore the best location for high pressure fuel injection 
is logically, the ~ylinder head. 
As it turns out, with the injector located in the cylinder 
head, injection during the open cycle is nevertheless, 
n e c e s s a r y , as t i me i s re q u i red f o i:- t h e f ue 1 t o e v a po r a t e 
after injection. \rlhether this will promote losses due to 
short circuiting and mixing will depend on where the fuel 
spray is directed in relation to the scavenging pattern in 
the cylinder. The more remote the fuel is kept from the 
exhaust the bett.er. Yamagishi, therefore directs the spray 
in a 20° cone, at a pressure of 42MPa, towards a point at 
the base of the cylinder, opposite the exhaust port. 
2.2.2 Speed Restriction 
The speed resti;-iction imposed by the Bosch type injection 
pump shows up clearly on the plot of bsfc in relation to 
brake mean effective pressure (hereafter abbreviated to 
bmep) and engine speed. The bmep drops sharply above 
5000rpm, with a corcesponding sharp increase in bsfc. 'l'he 
( 11) 
carburetted version of the scime engine maintained good 
values of bmep a,bove 6500rpm with almost constant values of 
bsfc. 'rhis highlights one of the major disadvantages of 
high pressure fuel .injection, narn~ly the inability of 
plunger type injector pumps to cope with high speeds, where, 
typically, the t~o-stroke shows most advantage. 
2.2.3 Injector- Timing. 
Some intecesting points arise out of examination of the 
effects of injection timing upon engine performance. 
Figure 2.2 shows that in the interests of high binep and 
low hydcocarbon emissions, it appears that timing position 3 
is op tirnum at 
emissions of 
occur cing in 
this speed, (40° 
timing points 1 
the open part of 
ABDC). 'l'he high hydrocarbon 
and 2 are due to injection 
the cycle meaning that fuel 
can be lost through short circuiting and mixing. 'rhe high 
hydrocarbon emissionsof 
I 
timing points 4 and 5 cannot be due 
to short circiuting as injectio11 occurs in the closed part 
of the cycle 1.'his indicates incomplete combustion and is 
probably due to insufficient time being allowed for f.uel 
evaporation. 'l'he point of interest here is that optimum 
\ 
timing calls fo~ injection during the open cycle discounting 
the idea that cl~sed cycle injection is advantageous. 
2.2.4 Hydrocarbon Emissions~ 
A comparison between hydrocarbon emissions for the 
carburetted and .injected engines as shown in Figure 2.3 
provides interesting i~formation. 
(12) 
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6 
Th e s i g n i f i c a, n c e o f t h e a b o v e be comes cl e a r i f the 
hydrocarbon emissions at a constant speed are considered. 
For the carburetted engine at 3000rpm, for example, the 
hydrocarbon emissions decreases from 6000ppm to 3000ppm as 
the load drops by 75%. This is explained by a graph of 
trapping efficiency versus delivery 
1
ratio,(Figure 2.4). 
As the load dr.ops so the delivery ratio decreases with a 
corresponding increase in trapping efficiency, i.e. 
decrea$ing percenta<3e of hydrocarbons in the exhaust gases. 
As the load drops further, the sudden increase in emissions 
is due to irregular of incomplete part load combustion. 
For the injected engine, ·however, at 3000rpm, for example, 
as the load drops, the percentage of hydrocarbon emissions 
remains at a relatively constant low value (700ppm) 
in di cat ing that. lasses through short circuiting and mixing 
have been reduced over the full range of loads. The high 
emissions at low speed is once again due to irregular 
combustion. 
2.2.5 Fuel Control . 
. The fuel metering was achieved by detecting engine speed by 
force of a flyweight and the load by throttle position. The 
following reasons were given for not using the. inlet 
manifold pressure as an indication of load a.sis common 
practice on four-st~oke engines. 
* The absolute value of the intake manifold pressure of 
a two-stroke is small. 
* The negative pressure in the manifold does not 
represent the delivery ratio~ 
( 15) 
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*Even if the delivery ratio vJere detected, there is a 
considercible difference between it and the. charging 
ef f i c i e n c y . 
* In order to obtain the fuel quantity to be injected 
corresponding to the charging efficiency, it is 
necessary to detect the engin~ speed. 
; 
*Change in manifold pressur'e lags change in engine 
operating condition. ln terms of response therefore, 
it is inferior to a system based on throttle angle. 
The values of the displacement. of the controller for the 
fuel quantity as determined by throttle position and the 
force of the flyweight, are represented by the curved 
surface of ·,.a cubic cam, and its movement was transmitted to 
a control rod by a follower equipped with a roller and 
link. 'I'he cubic cam therefore acts as a mechanical memory 
system. 
Even though the above system appears to work for the engine 
involved, it is, certainly not cot.-rect, in general, to assume 
throttle position has a linear relationship with engine 
load. 'l'he engine used in this thesis had a very non-linear 
relationship be~ween throttle position and load. 
The above control system implies high cost of manufacture 
and maintenance, and coupled with the high speed limitations 
of the fuel pump, would discount high pressure fuel 
injection as being a reasonable means of reducing the bsfc 
of a two-stroke engine. 
2.3 L6w Pressure Fuel Injection. 
Vieillident, in his design of a low pressure electr.onic ·fuel 
injection system (6), reports good reductions in bsfc and 
htdrocarbon emissiQns. 
(17) 
Typically a reduction of 35% in bsfc (to a best value of 
295g/kWh) and by a factor of 3 in hydrocarbon emissions with 
no power loss is reported, making performance comparable to 
similar capacity four-stroke engines. 
These results 1.Jer-e obtained with a crankcase scavenged, 
p i s t o n po r- t e d , 1 1 5 c c t w o - s t r o k e e ng i n e o f t h e Sc h nu r 1 e 
s ca v e ng e d t y pe . The electro magnetically operated injector 
was located directly opposite the ~xhaust port at an optimum 
t o 2 0 ° c r an k a n g le a. f t e r · e x ha us t po rt ope n in g . Fuel was 
supplied at a pr-essur.e of 2 bar (29psi) from a diaphragm 
pump. 
2.3.1 Nozzle Modification. 
The amount of fu12.l injected was controlled by a rectangular 
voltage pulse of varying duration which controlled the 
opening time of the injector through a high voltage 
(300-400V) capacitor discharge circuit. The injection time 
f o r ma x i mum d i sch a r g e was 2 , 5 m i 11 i second s • Commercially 
available fuel injectors operating off a 12 volt supply 
t y p i c a 1 1 y r e q uJ r e 0 , 8 -1 1 0 m i 1 1 i s e c o n d s t o o re n . This 
implies the cap;dcitor discharge firing must open and close 
the nozzle extremely rapidly to allow the full range of fuel 
requirements to be spaced into 2,5 milliseconds. 
The modifications made to the injector are outlined only 
very briefly. In hindsight; this aspect appears crucial to 
the successful use of fuel inject.ion and should certainly 
have merited mor·e attention. Judging fl'."om what information 
is given, it appears the stop ring 
was l'."emoved allowing variable lift 
excitation. This would give a 
of the 
depending 
ballistic 
injector pintle 
on the time of 
motion to the 
pint.le as it opened against the return spring. No 
information was giv.en l'."egarding the modified flow curves. 
(18) 
2.3.2 Control System 
The length of the injection pulse .at any particular load and 
speed was stored in one of two memory systems. 
'l'he first was an opto-electronic system which scans an 
I 
opti~al memory depending 6n the throttle position and engine 
speed. The memory comprises of a photographic disc of 
varying photometric density. The disc is rotated by a 
servomotor controlled by· the engine speed and scanned 
radially by an infra-red photocoupler linked to the degree 
of throttle opening. The varying permeability of the disc 
to infra-red· light at each speed and throttle position 
determines the length of the control pulse. 
This obviousl.Y proved to be an expensive and cumbersome 
system. The alternative system used a microprocessor with a 
1024 word men:iory capacity. Engine speed and throttle 
position were once again used as address parameters. Out of 
the 10 address, bits, 6 were assigned to speed giving lOOrpm 
calculation steps and 4 assigned to throttle opening giving 
calculation st,eps of l/16th throttle opening. At the time 
of publishing, (1978), this system was still under 
development. 
Unfortunately, no indication is given in the results as to 
which of the above systems produced the quoted results. 
Either way both should prove costly to produce. 
Other advantages reported by Vieillecent are; 
* better cyclic regularity, especially at low revs 
* better p,ick-up during acceleration 
(19) 
* the air/fuel ratio is kept within tighter limits than 
with a carburettor. 
2.4 Low Pressure, ~anually Controlled Fuel Injection 
In order to clarify the situation arising out of other small 
engine manufacturers' unpublished results disagreeing with 
those of Vieillident, Blair (et al) 
I 
( 7) conducted a study 
into fuel injection of a two-stroke cycle spark ignition 
engine. 
2.4.l Results 
The results in this study show that very little improvement 
in bsfc was possible without a considerable loss of power. 
This indicates a reduction in short circuiting of fuel but 
only with lean air/fuel ratios. 
By replacing the carburettor with an injector at the inlet, 
the performance of ein engine with a 'perfect' carburettor 
can be approac:hed. Considering then, the impr ov emen ts in 
bsfc of direct injection (as per Vieilledent), over that of 
inlet injection, (per·fect carburettor), are so small as to 
be offset by its 
! 
high cost. A 30% improvement in bsfc was 
possible, 20% of which was accounted for by use of leaner 
mixtures, with i 5% power loss, and the other 1096 by direct 
fuel injection but with a further 10% loss of power. 
2.4.2 Experimental Procedure 
The engine used was a Yamaha YB lOOcc. It is a single 
cylinder, disc valve controlled induction, two-stroke. The 
injector used ·was a Bosch unit as used in the L-Jetronic 
system for four-stroke automobile engines. The injector was 
( 20) 
modified to reduce fuel flow rate and was supplied with fuel 
at a pressure of 280kPa (40psi), by a small electrical 
pump. As for Vieilledent, no indication was given a~ to the 
nature of the modification. 
The injector electronic contcol was manual with two control 
circuits being tested. One was a conventional 12 volt 
square wave generator triggered by an inductive pick-up on 
the crankshaft. This was cheap to produce but showed up 
speed limitations due to injector lag as a result of the low 
voltage applied to the injector. 
The second system used a. capacitor discharge circuit 
(similar to that used by Vieillident) enabling injector 
opening times to be dramatically reduced in comparison. 
Blair used four injector locations: 
1 . In le t injection 
2. Transfer port injection 
3. Direct injection 
4. Direct injection with a swirl chamber. 
Inlet injection provided the best overall results in terms 
of bs fc and power. This indicates the advantages of open 
cycle direct injection are minimal. 
It is felt however that Blair has not thoroughly 
investigated the matter. As pointed out by Vieilledent, 
fuel spray pattern and supply pressure are crucial and no 
mention is made of these parameters in Blair's study. 
Furthermore, the length of the timed pulses used is not 
mentioned and therefore, a complete analysis is not 
possible. The reason for this being, the shorter the timed 
pulse, the less chance there is for fuel to escape to the 
exhaust port. 
( 21) 
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Figure 2. 5, Stratified Charge Two~ Stroke (Blair) 
( 2 2) 
·' 
In both the pi:-evious studies, no mention is made of the 
ti:-ansfei:- port layout. Vieilledent emEJhasizes that the 
success of dii:-ect injection relies on the 'aei:-odynamic wall' 
set up betwe2n 
scavenging. The 
£ i:- e s h g a s e s a n d e x h a u s t g a s e s d u i:- i ng 
existence of this wall is very strongly 
dependent on the ti:-ansfei:- port layout. 
Since the overall results of the study were not promising, 
no indication was given on what parameters would be used for 
fuel control ir1 a production engin'e. Another view on this 
subject would have been interest~ng. 
2.5 Alter-native Methods of Stratified Charging. 
2.5.l Stratified Charge Engine No.l 
In a paper on the reduction of fuel consumption for a 
two - s tr o k e e n g i n e , ( 8 ) , B 1 a i r , e t al , pres e n t a des i g n of 
a two-stroke engine that reduces bsfc to well within 
four-stroke eng.i.ne levels, ( 260-3409/kWh). 
The basis of the design involves the stratification or 
separation of a rich air/fuel mixture from the exhaust gases 
by fresh air or a lean air/fuel mixture.Figure 2.5 
illustrates the opei:-ation of the engine. 
The unusual features of the power unit are: 
* two entries for air to the crankcase, one of therri 
I 
ind u c i n
1
g a rich air If ue l mixture and the other 
containing air only, but both are th.rattled and the 
throttles are linked me~hanically. 
( 2 3) 
* a long back transfer port connecting the bottom 0£ the 
crankcase \1ith the cylinder \..'r:ll opposite the exhaust 
po r: t • 
* the air: only induction to the crankcase is 
as being via a reed valve and induces some 
the required air at any speed and load. 
shown here 
70-80% of 
* the air/fuel induction through a carburettor is shown 
as being via a reed valve into the long back transfer 
port and incluces some 20-30% of the required air at 
any speed or load. 
* fur t h e r co n v e n t i on a 1 t r ans. f e r po r t s co n n e c t t he t op o f 
the crankcase with the cylinder and pass air only as 
the rich mixti.Jt"e is -gas dynamically retained in the 
long '.rear transfer passage. 
Th e com b i n e d e f f e c t i s th a t 1 i t t 1 e or none of the f ue 1 
reaches the crankcase and when the scavenge process 
commences with the opening of the transfer ports, a 
stratified charging process begins with air only in the 
proximity of tl1e exhaust port. Hence niost of the fresh 
charge los·t from the cylinder will be 0£ air only 
comp o s i t i on a t o es t , or a v e r y 1 e a n a i r I f u e 1 r a t i o m i x tu re 
in the worst case. 
The performancE~ characteristics of the 400cc tested engine 
are quite remarkable. For example, 32,BkW/litre was 
produced at a modest speed of 5500rpm. The bsfc ranged over 
most operating ranges between 260 and 340g/kWh. This was 
I 
a c h i e v e d w i t h,o u t t he a id of an ex pans ion ch amber ex ha us t 
pipe found on most two-strokes. Also wor-th noting are the 
high over-all air-/fuel ratios (16:1-20:1), indicating that 
the str-atified charging process works and that much of what 
is. lost out ol the fresh charge during scavenging is air 
only. 
(.2 4) 
The only problem associated with the above engine is a shar:p 
dr:op in 
5500rpm. 
[l o \.J e r ( l 8 % ) o v e r t h e s p e e d r a n g e 4 0 0 0 r pm t o 
This occurred at an air/fuel ratio of 21:1 and was 
a t t r i b u t e d t o p r e :3 s u i:- e w a v e r es o n a n c e i n t h e l on g ba ck 
tr:ansfer passage. However, if the air/fuel ratio is 
decreased to 17:1 this phenomen'?n disappears with little 
change in bsfc. 
l ( 9) A f o l ow up s t ud y using exhaust pipe tuning reported 
I 
further improvern~nts in performance and bsfc. 
The achievement of such a simple solution to the problem of 
high bs fc of two-stroke cyc.J.e engines is remarkable. Blair: 
concedes that much work is still required to fully 
understand the opet-ation of the engine. Unfortunately, 
substantial financial backing would be required to build 
·even a prototype engine. Furthermore much trial and error 
exper-imentation involving var-ying scavenging patter-ns would 
be necessary to optimise the engine. This would involve 
further expense that is beyond the financial budget of a 
mas t e rs t hes i s . 
2. 5. 2 Str-atifiE!d Charge Engine No. 2 - MULS. 
A new method for stratified charging a two~str~ke engine has 
recently been dev(::loped (10) called Multi-Layer Stratified 
Scavengin<3: (MULS). The new method separates the air/fuel 
mixture into a rich and a lean mixture between the inlet 
manifold and transfer ports. The lean mixture is used to 
c l ea r t he e ng i n e of ex ha us t pr o du c t s w h i l e t he r i c h mi x tu r e 
is kept r:emote fr-om the exhaust port thereby reducing loss 
of fuel by mixing and short circuiting. 
Two types of MULS engines were developed. 
( 2 5) 
Type A. MULS Engine. 
Figure 2.6(a) schematically describes the type A engine. 
Two separate trilnsfer passages lead up to the three trarisfer 
ports. The passage nearest the exhaust carries the lean 
air/fuel mixture and splits into two transfer ports. The 
pass a g e n e ares t t he i n l e t ca r r i es t he r i c h m i x tu r e . 
The authors observed the presence of a film of fuel on the 
walls of the crankcase·, attributing its presence to 
centrifugal force induced by the r-otating cr-ankshaft. By 
pl a c i n g t he en t ran c e to t he t rans fer passage a t an 
appropriate place, this film of fuel was 1 tapped off' into 
th e t r a n s f e r pas sag e l e a v i n g a l e a n f ue l I a i r m i x tu r e to be 
pumped into the other transfer passage. The transfer port 
furthest from the exhaust therefore has a rich mixture and 
the two ports nearest the exhaust a lean mixture. Most of 
w h a t i s l o s t t h r o u g h s ho r t c i r cu i t i n g a n d m i x i n g s ho u l d 
therefore be a lean mixture. 
The 
best 
bsfc 
the 
reported results for a 175cc type engine, indicate a 
bsfc of JOOg/kvJh and between full and half load the 
is lower- than 370g/kWh. An interesting point is that 
bsfc appea.r-s t.o be strongly dependent on the load, 
whereas 
as the 
the speed appears 
speed inc:ceases, 
to have a small effect. 
the bsfc does decrease 
However, 
slightly 
indicating 
dependent 
the separation of the rich and lean mixtures 
on t h e i n c re as i n g c e n tr i fugal f o r c e a c t i n g on 
is 
the 
fuel film in the crankcase at increasing speed. 
The type B MULS engine appears to produce better results 
than type A with an even less complicated transfer passage 
design. 
., 
( 2 6) 
(a) Type A MULS engine 
r i ch mi xt ure 
L_ rich 
~ - - - -iean 
(b) Type B MULS engine 
I 
Figure2.6 MULS Type A and B 
( 2 7) 
The operation of the type B engine relies on the fact that 
liquid fuel tends to ad here 
' 
to the walls of the transfer 
passages and actually enters the cylinder as a liquid film 
from the top \Jal 1 of the transfer passage. 
Having observed th.is phenomenon, Pneshi, et al, set about 
pr o d u c i n g a t r a n s f e r p a s sag e a n d po rt d es i g n t ha t w o u l d 
direct this liquid film towards the rear of the cylinder, 
leaving the hopefully lean air _in the remainder of the 
passage to scaven<3e the cylinder of exhaust products. 
Figure 2,6(b) shows details of the transfer passage 
design. The perfot:-rnance of a 372cc type .B engine produced a 
best bsfc of 24lg/kWh and wo~st value of 414g/kWh. 
For both the above designs a great deal of trial and error 
experimentation was necessary to achieve correct scavenging 
patterns. 'l' h e re s u l t s i n di ca t e s u c c es s a t pre v e n t in g sh o rt 
circuiting of fuel. Type B appears to be superior to type A 
in both simplicit.y of construction and performance. f'or 
type A, one woyld certainly expect a resonance phenomenon in 
the long transfer- passage to upset perforrnance, as was 
repor-ted by Blalc. Type B would obviate this drawback. 
The type B engine shows great promise, but would necessitate 
large financial support to manufacture the various cylinders 
necessary to test a running engine. 
(28) 
CHAPTER THREE 
3. 'l'l1eoretical EvaJ.uation. 
The p I'.' e v i o us c Ii a p t e rs a n al y s i s of o t he rs \·JO r k , s hows t ha t 
the success of sti::-i:"ll:ified charginc3 a two-stroke engine lies· 
in the abil.ity to retain the fuel as remote from the exhaust 
\ 
as possible, while purging the exhaust ga.ses with a ver:y 
lean air/fuel mixture. 
Since a manually controlled· fuel injection system provides 
the least expensive: and perhaps easiest method of 1nodifying 
an existing engine, it was decided that this path should be 
pursued. 
In order to retain the irijected fuel on the opposite side of 
the cylin(3er to the exhaust, four injector locations and 
spray patterns HE~l'."E:? proposed, (Figure 3.1) 
Figure 3.l(a) sh01·1c-; a split divergent spray emanating from 
opposite the e};hc:iu::;t port. I t ,.,, as pr op o s e d th a t the s p r a y 
would become entcained i i1 the incoming '. a 1 r fr om the side 
transfer ports and be retairied at the 'back' of the cylinder 
by this air. 'l' Ii 12 i n j e c tor was l o ca t e c1 a t t r ans f e r po r t 
height, between the two rear boost ports. 
Figure 3.l(b) shows a spray pattern directed up towards 
the cylinder lrnad which is nearly as remote from the exhaust 
port as the back l·JalJ. of the cylinder. · 'l'his is essentially 
the same location as in figure 3.l(a) 
different spray pattern. 
(29) 
but with a 
[ 
(30) 
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Figure 3.l(c) shO\.;s injection from the side transfer port 
across the cy~inder in a thin jet that should hit the 
opposite wall and disperse the fuel. The point of contact 
was chosen to lie between the main side transfer port and 
the rear boost poet, where it was expected that turbulence 
between the incoming jets of, air may assist in the 
evaporation of the fuel and furthermore help retain the fuel 
at the back of the cylinder. 
Figure 3.l(d) il.ltwtrates ·injection from a point above the 
exhaust to a point directly opposite on the back wall of the 
c y 1 ind er . The di s re rs i on of the fuel he re , sh o u 1 d occur i n 
a strongly rising column of air up the back wall. Once 
again a thin jet 1-li:lS required to stand least chunce of fuel 
becoming entrqined in the exiting exhaust gases as the jet 
passed acro[-;s the cylinder. Unfortunately higher than 
normal injection pressures woulc1 be necessary at this 
location as the nozzle was located such that it would be 
exposed to high pressures encountered in the closed cycle 
that might cause the injector to open when least required. 
Injection into the rear boost port was not considered as the 
airflow to the port was cut off by the piston skirt as 
bottom dead centre was appl'."oached. 'l'his ·would occur when 
the aerodynamic: \JiJ.ll is expected to be at its strongest, 
thereby leaving turd in the boost port, only to be lost in 
the initial pul'."~ing of exhaust gases in the following cycle. 
In all cases a modified electro-magnetically operated 
injectol'." will be u~3ed. The amount of fuel to be injected 
was controlled by the length of a 
pulse. Thi= length of this pulse 
l:'urtherinore, the timing of the 
crankshaft an<Jle was varied by a 
function. 
( 31) 
timed rectangular 12 volt 
was controlled manually. 
pulse in relation to the 
manually control led delay 
'11 0 provide minimum chance for short circuiting of fuel of 
would be necessary to delay th(~ injection of the fuel as 
late as possible before tl1e injector was covered the 
pi .ston. 
The supply pressun:: to the injector was variable to observe 
the effect of injGction pressure on the .bsfc. It was hoped 
that there would exist an optimum pressure that ~·1ould cause 
good atomization and combustion. 
Experimentation 1.;ill either substantiate or disprove the 
above proposed theories. Should the results show 
substantial recluctic11s in bs.fc, then it will be necessary to 
propose a theory that would relate the amount of fuel 
required to the amount of air delivered to the engine. If 
the results show nc reduction in fuel consumption, then the 
most logical .step \lould be to examine the scavenging 
patterns to attempt to explain why stratification of the 
fuel is not occu~ring. The scavenging patterns are strongly 
dependent on transfer passage layout. Since this is 
unalterable for d pilrticular engine it would be nece~sary to 
perform thi.c; ::;.:<JVt"ll~Jing analysis on a de.·:;i~Jn of proven 
performance to provide a basis for comparison. 
( 3 2) 
CHAPTER FOUR 
In or·der to provicJe a basis for comparison for a fuel ~ .._ -· --
injected engine, it was necessary to test a standard 
two-stroke engine over its full range of load and speed 
before modifications 1.;ere made. -
'fhe engine chosen for the tests \v.as a ~a_~Y~F __ 125£._S, 
two-stroke spark ignition engine. The major reason for the 
choice of this particular power unit was that the rotary 
inlet valve woyl:J allow much greater freedom of choice for 
l o ca t i on of t he i n j e c tor t ha n 1-10 u l d a pi s ton po rte d i n l e t 
engine. 
Figure 4.1 
Piston ported inlet 
Prefered injector location 
Rotary valve inlet 
Carburettor Locations forPiston Ported 
and Rotary Valve Engines. 
( 33) 
Figure 4.1 shows that the most favourable location of the 
injector:- as deter-mined by pr:-evious resear:-cher:-s is 
where the carbur~:ttor is situated on a piston 
located 
ported 
engine. As \-las s ubseq ue n tl y de ter:-in in ed, it was nee es sary to 
run in both carburett~d and injected modes alter:-nately. 
A fu1~ther essent:.ial requir:-ement was the use of an automatic 
l u b r i ca ti on de v ice . separate to the fuel s y stern that w o u l d 
inject oil into the crankcase. An engine using a 
pre-mixture of c.1il and pet'rol would ther:-efor:-e be unsuitable 
as once the fuel supply to the carburettor was cut off, the 
engine would be .starved of oil. The Yamaha YBF 125 was 
equipped with an 1 autolube 1 • device that injected oil into 
t h e i n c om i n g a i r:- s t r e am b e t ~" e e n t h e ca r bu r:- e t tor a nd t he 
c r:- a n k c a s e . 'l' h e q u a n t i t y o f o i 1 i n j e c t e d w a s v a r i e d 
according to the throttle opening. 
The ignition was of the magneto type with contact br:-eaker, 
spark timing set at 15° btdc. 
A 1 i s t o f t he e n g i n e s p e c i f i ca t i on s i s g i v e n i n Tab 1 e 1. 
Initial tests on the engine showed power- to be some 10%-20% 
less than expected with the torque dropping off r:-apidly 
du r:- i n g t e s t s c.. t f u l l t h r o t t 1 e • W i t h a i r:- f l ow me a s u r in g 
devices r:-emoved., this pr:-oved to be repeatable. The exhaust 
pipe supplied with the engine was scrapped and an expansion 
chamber:- was designed and fitted. 
Much investigation has 
engines and has been 
gone 
finely 
into this 
detailed 
as pee t of 
by Blair 
two-stroke 
( 11) •rhe 
pr:-inciple on which an expansion chamber:- oper:-ates is br:-iefly 
outlined below. For inter:-ested r:-eaders details ar:-e given in 
Appendix B. 
(34) 
ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS 
ModeJ. 
Di s pl a c em e n t 
Bore x Stroke 
'l'rapped compression ratio 
Connecting rod J.ength 
Inlet port opens 
I n le t po rt c J. o s es 
Exh~ust port oprins 
Main transfer oort opens 
Boost transfer poet opens 
Number of exhaust ports 
Number of transfer ports 
Effective exhaust port area 
Effective tra,n:3fer port area 
Gear ratios: 1.st 
Spark timing 
Carbu1:-ettor 
2nd 
Table 1 
(35) 
Yamaha YBF 125 
.123cc 
56m1n x 50mrn 
6,1:1 
12 Om rn 
106° btdc 
37° atdc 
98° atdc 
120° a td c 
124° atd c 
l 
4 
51J7mm2 
7 23m in 2 
9,8:1 
5,8:1 
15° btdc 
24rnrn Mikuni 
Referring to Figure 4.2 the expansion chamber consists of 
a header pipe, diffuser cone, a straight section and a 
reflecting cone \lith an outlet attached. Bl owdo1vn commences 
as the exhaust port opens, sending a positive pressure wave 
along the header pipe to the cylinder. 
the engine of exhaust products. 
This helps scavenge 
Tho positive pulse 
travelling to11ard;~ the outlet, is reflected as positive 
pulse by the converging cone and travels back towards the 
exhaust port. 'l' ll i s re f 1 e c t e d po s i t i v e p u l s e ho pe f u 11 y 
returns some of the fresh gases lost through shott 
circuiting and mixin9 back into· the cylinder as the piston 
closes the exhaust port. 
'l'he expansion chamber can only work well at design condition· 
which will be over a limited speed range. The pipe fitted 
to the engine was designed, according to Blair, to operate 
at 6000rpm. 
4.2 Dynamometer. 
The engine dro~e a Heenan and Froude 1 Dynamatic 1 dynam~meter 
via a universal coupling attached to the gearbox output 
shaft. 
The maximum pm1er- absorption of the dynamometer- was 225kW at 
10,000rpm. 'i'he maximum output from the engine was 7kW. To 
obtain a reasonable range of torque i::-eadin9s, it was 
necessary to· run the engine in first or second gear. 'I'his, 
howeve l'.', produced a ver:y small speed range of up to one 
ten th of the full scale anal ague read-out. , It wa.s the ref Ol'.'e 
necessary to dete~t the engine speed separately. 
(36) 
pt 01 
. 02 
L2 
Dimensions 
L 1 = 420 
L2=1040 
X1 = 330 
X2= 220 
X3= 220 
(mm) 
01=35 
02= 70 
D3= 20 
eo to b c tc 9C 
P/Po 
Desirable pressure-time history at 
·point pt. 
Figure 4.2 Expansion Chamber Design. 
(37) 
This was done with an optical pick-up that sensed the 
frequency of rotation of an alurninium disc attached to the 
engine magneto. 'I' h e d i s c h ad s i x t y s 1 o t s c u t o n i t s 
per ip he L'Y. 'l'hc~ pick-up's in fr a-red beam was interrupted by 
these slots ancl till:! resultant 12 volt square wave signal 
sent to a univet:"sal counter/tiiner. The readi'ng ·gave 
crankshaft spec~d in revolutions per rninute. This was 
checked with a Jaquets indicator and on an oscilloscope. 
4 • 3 Fu e l C 6 n s urn p t_ i on . 
Fuel consurnt)tion was measured by noting the time taken for 
the engine to 9onsurne 16lml of fuel. 
4.4 Airflow Measurement~ 
Airflow into the engine was measured by the tank and orifice 
me t h o d . '11 h e L:i n k me a s u r e d 0 , 4 m x 0 , 4 m x 0 , 6 m a n d u a s 
connected via a 1SOn11n diameter flexible hose to the air inlet 
of the engine. A point to note here is that the inlet to 
the engine is not the mouth of the carburettor, but an 
engine ca.sing ~hat surrounds the carburettor. If the tank 
had been connected directly to the carburetto1~, it i,1ould 
have been neces.sary to use a connecting hose having an area 
some forty times that of the carburettor throat. This is 
pointed out by Blair(l2) as being necessary to avoid 
altering the normal pressure pulsation characteristics that 
are so important to the operation of a t~vo-stroke engine. 
The engine casing surrounding the carburettor acts as a 
darnpinr:i device for any pressure pulsations that may arise in 
the hose connecting the tank to the engine. 
( 38) 
The or-ifice plate had a diameter of 32rnm and was made 
according to BS 1042 (13). 
The maximum pn:frSUi~e drop across the orifice plate was 180Pa 
and was measured with an inclined manometer calibrated to be 
read directly in Pascals. 
4.5 Injector Calibr-ation. · 
4.5.l Injector Firing Circuit. 
T h e i n j e c t o. r- u s e d w a s a c o m rn e r c i a l l y a v a i l a b l e , 
electromagnetically operated unit made by Bosch. A previous 
study in this. field used two types of injector firing 
circuit. 'l'he first was a low voltage 12 volt circuit that 
used variable pulse lengths to control fuel quantity with a 
constant fuel supply pressure. 'l'his system is used on many 
fuel injected fouc-str:oke engines. The second system used a 
capacitor dischar-ge circuit that employed a capacitor 
charged to ap 1pi:'."o:<imately 400 volts and then discharged 
across the injector coils to open the inje~tor-. The opening 
times could then, theoretically, be dr-astically reduced. 
Vieil.ledent managed to obtain maximum discharge in a pulse 
width of 2,5ms' using this technique. However, by varying 
the modified injector- orifice size and the supply pressure, 
it would be possible, using the 12 volt system, to obtain 
the required fuel flow rates within a sufficiently short 
pulse length. It was therefore decided to use a 12 volt 
s y s t em . 'I' h e m i n i m um p u l s e l e n g t h t o \·1 h i c h t he i n j e c tor 
would respo~d with the 12 volt system, was 0,7ms. 
( 39), 
4.5.2 Pulse Shaping and Delay Function. 
'l'he tr-igger signal for the pulse shaping circuit was 
provided by an optical pick-up that sensed the passing of a 
single slot in the aluminium disc\ attached to the magneto. 
Th i s s 1 o t was ~ i nw d a t t op de ad c e ~ tr e . 'i' he opt i ca 1 pi c k - u p 
provided a neat 12 volt rectangular pulse. The use of the 
optical pick-up was thought to be superior to an inductive 
pick-up Hh.ich would provide a noisy signal of varying 
amplitude. 
When the trigger signal was.connected into the pulse shaping 
circuit it ·,ytas discovered that the amplitude dropped from 12 
volts to 2 volts. This was thought to be due to mismatched 
impedances and .as result failed to trigger the circuit. An 
inverting ampli,f:ier was used to correct this fault. 
The pulse 
shO\rn in 
shaping cir-cuit 
Figure 4. 3. The 
consisted of 
first timer, 
three 
ICl, 
55 5 timers as 
was connected 
in Schmitt triqger mode. This converts any input signal 
into rectangular output signals. These signals are fed into 
IC2. This timer performs a delay function, controlled by 
the potentiomet<:r P2 and had a maximum value of 18ms. 'l'he 
third timer, IC3, 11as used to contcol the pulse width. This 
has a maximum. value of 6ms. For those interested~ a 
detailed account of the operation of this circuit is given 
in Appendix C. 
4.5.3 Fuel Pressure Control. 
A variable ful~l pressure supply was used to observe the 
I 
effect that this parameter had on en<]ine perfonnance. 
(40) 
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Figure 4.4 shows the fuel supply system used. A smal 1 
gear pump was capable of supplying fuel at a maximum 
pressure of 6 ·bar. 'l'he pressure was controlled by a 
regulator and bypa~:;s valve in parallel. '11 he two taps are 
s h ow n i n t h e l- u n po s i t i on w h e n t h e o v e r f 1 ow f r om t h e · 
is passed regulator 
the fuel tank. In 
through the measuring bottles back in to 
the measuring mode, both taps must be 
operated simultaneously, shutting off fuel supply from the 
tank and allowing fuel from the measuring bottle.s to flow 
\ 
into the pump inlet reserv-0ir • 
..,: 
.. :·· 
4.5.4 Injet~or Modifications. 
'!'he injectors used in this project were calibrated using the 
above fuel pres:::u1~e control, injector firin<J and pulse 
shaping circuits, together with a function generator in the 
square wave mode. 'This simulated the optical pick-up output 
of a running engine. 
Using a standard injector, the flow rate provecJ to be some 
five times too hiqh. I t was necessary there fore to f i n d 
some rn ea n s of r c: c1 u c i n g t h i s f 1 0\-J r a t e . ·Figure 4. 5 shows 
the pin tle of t:ie 
pl a c e d i n ft- on t of 
the o r if i c e [.> l a. t e 
injector shaved off and an orifice plate 
the nozzle. A housing wa.s placed over 
to hold it in place. This h'as done by 
cutting a thread on to the injector and bolting a pipe nut 
over the housing. 
By varying the orifice size ancl supply pres.sure, suitable 
flow rates could be C1Chieved. 
The spray pattern \rnulcJ have to be altered. 'I' h i s w a s do n e 
by pl a c in g an obs t t" u c t fo n of the a ppr op r i a t e shape in the 
path of the: jct. 'i'his obstruction formed pilrt of the 
llPl.!td.ri1:J rJtt1i:1 :L(.'.r-1 v.1:1r.J!')\-H~ t'0}.~111u .ai:-~ t:il1tM11 in trigupe 4.!.L 
( 4 2) 
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4.5.5 Ancillary Equipment. 
A therinocouple was attached to pne of the cylinder head 
nuts. 'fhe output was fed into a digital read-out, 
calibrated to be read in degrees centig~ade. 
A large centrifugal blower'was used to cool the engine and a 
similar fan used to extract the exhaust gases from the test 
cell. 'A cell vent maintained the temperature at atmospheric 
levels. 
Having detailed. the apparatus required to test the standard 
and modified engines, it is no1J necessary to outline the 
test procedure. 
4.6 'l'est Procedu1:e. 
4.6.1 Standard En0ine. 
The standard er:i~1i.ne 1-1as run at its full range of loads and 
speeds. The torqul~, speed, fuel time, air floH and cylinder 
head temperatu1::-0 wece noted in each case. 'I'he dynamome ter 
control aLJpeared to hold a constant speed Hhile varying the 
torque, rather better than vice versa. 
In the standard f onn, the engine had several running points 
tot which it was difficult to collect data. 'l'his was due to 
misfiring which caused the torque. and speed to fluctuate by 
some 5% and 10% respectively, about a mean. 
(45) 
4.6.2 Injected Eng~ne. 
To avoid problems associated with cold starting, it was 
necessary to run the engine in the carburetted mode from a 
separate fuel supply. 'l'his supply was then shut off. When 
the first indication was given that the float. chamber was 
running dry, the fuel injection system 
I 
having been set to run at the particular 
chosen, (i.e. carburettor fue1 flow was 
injection pl'.'essul'.'e and pulse width set 
curves to match this flow rate). 
was switched on 
engine conqition 
noted and the 
fr om ca 1 i brat ion 
Once in the injection mode, the engine proved to be 
sufficiently 1 flexible 1 to be moved f!:'."om one load and speed 
condition to thP. next. It was necessary to var:y the 
injection delay (injection timing), appropriately while 
changin<J speed. 
If stratification of charge was occurring in switching to 
the injection mode, it would have been immediately apparent 
in that it could be expected that the power output would 
remain the same, and the pulse width could be r~duced. This 
was never the case. To the contrary, the pulse width and 
the fuel supply pressure generally had to be increased to 
prevent the power dcopping off too sharply. 
At a particular. load and speed, the injection timing was 
varied to find the timing an~.le for best bsfc and power. 
W i t h t h e t i m i n g s e t , t h e a i r I f u e 1 r a ti o was a 1 t e t ed by 
varying the pulse width.'l'he tor:que, speed, air f1ow and fuel 
flow were noted. in each case. 
(46) 
It was di scove:r;:-ed that fue 1 supply pres sure had very little 
effect other than to var.y the flow rate through the 
injector. Spray patterns were not affected by the supply 
pressure in the range in which it was used, (150kPa 
300kPa) for llj)Cations l, 2 and 3. Location 4 necessarily 
required a hiqh pressure (approximately 450kPa) as it was 
located above the exhaust port. 
4.7 Scavengin~ Analysis. 
It was apparent from these ·tests that-stratification of the 
charge was ,,not occurring. Indeed, results in terms_ of poHer 
and bsfc were in rior to those obtained for the carburetted 
engine. In an at tempt to determine why this was the case, 
two scavenging analysis techniques were used. 
Figure 4.6 sho~;s the scope of methods of investigation 
into the scavenging process of two-stroke engines. 
'l'he first technique chosen was a quantitative method 
involving ex ha us t gas analysis. Orsat analysis equipment 
was used to determine the relationship between charging and 
trapping efficiency versus the delivery ratio as suggested 
by 13audequin and Hochelle, ( 14) .'rhe deterrninat:i.on of the 
charging and trarping efficiencies from the exhaust gas 
analysis is detailed in Appendi~ F 
'l'he second technique chosen was a qualitative study of the 
floH p.;itterns in the engine cylinder, using the ammonia 
method deve1oped by Phatak (15). 
( 4 7) 
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WITH GASES Pl\PER ME'.l'HOD 
EXPERIMENI'S WI'l'I-1 
\·vA'l1 ER (IMPULSIVE 
F'LO\v) 
( 48 )• 
VISUAL OR PHOI'CT;RAPIUC 
·-usn:c CORK OR ALUMINIUM 
Prn~oER, E'I'C. 
SODIUM CHLORIDE 
-cONCEUi'HA'I'IOl\J 
(HOPKINSON - BIRD.) 
In ot-det· to detennine the charging· and trapping efficiencies 
of the engine, it was necessary to kno\J the percentage 
concentrations of CO, C02 and 02 in the exhaust. This 
I 
w a s a c h i e v e d . u n i n g t he Or s a t a pp a r a t us . It is the most 
simple in concept and the easiest to operate of the various 
gas analysis tect1niC]u<::s available. Of the other widely used 
methods, non-dispersive infra-red absorption is used to 
rneasul'.'e CO,C02 and nitric oxide concentrations. Flame 
ionization detection is used to measure hydrocarbon 
concentrations and is therefore not applicable in this 
case. Gas chromatography is used to ident:i,fy the 
hydrocarbon components and is therefoi:-e also not necessary. 
Chemlurnjnescence measures the extremely small quantities of 
nitric oxide if required. 
Figure 4.7 shows the layout of the Orsat apparatus. 
1rhi:-ee reaqent b"Jtl:les with taps and a measuring burette 
filled with water:-, are connected as shown, to a levelling 
cup. Gas is drai"ll into the burette by opening the three-way 
v a 1 v e a n d 1 rnv e r i n •J t h o c up . Once the sample of gas is in 
the burette, a reading is taken with the level of water in 
the cup ahd burettra being the same. 
at atmospheric pressure. 
This ensures the gas is 
The tap to the ~irst reagent bottle is opened and the sample 
gas forced into the bottle by raising the levelling cup. 
(The re111ote side cf the reagent bottles breathe into an 
aspirator or bag). 
other t\10 
volume of 
rea-Je~t 
the gas 
This is repeated in successioh with the 
bottles and a hote taken of 
in the burette. •rhe order 
'I 
(49) 
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The first r-eagent bottle contains a solution of potassium 
hydroxide to. absorb C02, the second, a solution of 
potas::1ium hydro;dd<? and pyrogallic acid to absorb 021 and 
the thii:-d, cuprous chlociae, to absorb co. 
'l'he reagent bottles contain many thin tubes of glass. The 
tubes cause the reagent to adhere to them as the gas is 
for-ced into the bottle, resulting in a very large surface 
area of reagent being made available for the absorption of 
the r-espective gas. 
Disadvantages of the method are that: it is important that 
the reagents a:ce fcesh wl1en used and that the cuprous 
chloride must be changed after every ten absorptions or so, 
if the carbon mono:,ide concentration is above 1 percent. 
Since cuprous chloride requires 2 days to a week to prepare, 
it "is essential to make sufficient. quantities for freguent 
tests with high carbon monoxide concentrations, as was the 
ca s e in t h i s s t uc'I y • 1-l o \·J eve r , kn ou i n g t he a i r/ f u 1? l r a t i o a n d 
t h e c o n c e n t r a t i o n :3 o f t w o o f t he t hr e e re age n ts , i t i s 
p o s s i b l e t o c il l c u 1 a t e t h e co n c e n t r a t i o n o f t h e t h i r d 
re a<J en t. (Appen<Jix D ). This proved necessary in the case· 
of carbon monoxi.de as its absorption proved unreliable for 
the above reasons, namely, frequent absorption of high 
concentrations. 
4.7.2 Ammonia Method of Scavenging Analysis. 
This method has only recently been developed by Phatak, but 
promising results indicate the useful nature of this 
technique. 
( 51) 
A paper (Diazo raper-) coated with an emulsion sensitive to 
ammo n i a CJ a s i s pa s t e d on th e pi s ton crown and c y 1 ind er 
walls. Ammonia is then flowed through the transfer ports at 
a controlled [)r-essure for a specific time duration. 
Wherever the gafj comes into contact with the sensitized 
paper, a chemical reaction takes place changing the colour 
of the parer from faint yellow to dark blue, depending on 
the emulsion used, and the concentration of ammonia. Low 
am mo n .i a co n c en t r a t i on pr o du c es a l i g h t s had e w he re a s h i g h 
concentration pi:-oduces a dark shade. Similarly for gas of a 
fixed co11centration, areas exposed to high velocities will 
produce darker ::>hades than those exposed to lower 
velocities. 'l'hese phenomena ·are the basis o.f the technique. 
A very useful variation to thi:; technique ·was used in this 
study. Rather than injecting ammonia gas through the engine 
or 111 o de 1 , as a n e n t i t y , a i r w a s f 1 owed th r o u g h and ammo n i a 
g a s \·l a s i n j e c t e cl i n t o t h e v a r i o u s t r a n s f e r pa s sag es to 
obser:-ve the effect that each LJassage has on the over:-all 
pat tern. 
For scavenging test::; on the engine the following pr:-ocedure 
was used. A car tyre was inflated using ammonia gas, 
thereby regulating the pr:-essure from 7 bar:-' to approximately 
2 bar. 'l'he tyr•::, acting as a resecvo.ir:-, was then connected 
to a Bosch fuel injector. Th.is was located at various 
positions enabling inject.ion into the crankcase, main 
transfer poet and boost transfer port. l~ perspex plate was 
bolted over the cylinder replacing the cylinder head. 'I'he 
r:-otary valve was removed to allow air to be passed through 
th e e n <J i n e w i t h t ho pi s ton a t bo t tom dead c en tr e . Ai r was 
flowed through, the engine and ammonia injected into the 
transfer ports and crankcase to observe the effect. 
(52) 
A pressure tap pin 'J was d r i 11 e d in to t he c rank case a 11 01J i n c3 
measurement of the crankcase pressure relative to 
atmospheric p:ce:;suce. The maximum crankcase pressur-e ratio 
in a running engine depends on the crankcase compression 
ratio, and in the tf.)sted engine, this was expected to be 
l; 2: l at transfer port opening. 
1,0:1 at bottom cfoad centre. 
'.l'his falls off rapidly to 
The maximum 1)L-essure ratio 
attained using the ammonia method was 1 1 015:1 indicating 
that the method as used here is only useful. near bottom dead 
I 
centre. 
Scavenging pictu1:es were taken at bottom dead centre and 
with tr-ansfei:· por.-t:3 half open. Ammonia was injected into 
the crankcase a.nd the, main transfer pol'."t at .bdc and 
additionally into the boost transfer port with half open 
transfer ports; Ammonia was not injected into the boost 
por-t at bdc as this was closed off by the piston skirt in 
this position. 
In order to compal:'e the above analysis to an engine of 
proven performance, a model of such an engine cylinder was 
made and the am1pc.nia method applied to this model. 
Figure 4.8 sh<?WS details of the model constructed. The 
cylinder- 1ayout' lS taken from cylinder l tested by Sa nbor-n 
and Blair-(16). 'l'll is layout produced the best perf or-mance 
in ter-ms of b 0th charging efficiency, bmep, tr-apping 
efficiency and bsfc uhen compared to five other cylinders of 
different designs. 
Ammonia was injected into the crankcase and alternately into 
each of the t1.-19 tr-ansfer ports. Crankcase pressure ratios 
used were similar to those used for the tested engine •. 'l'he 
resulting scavQnging pictures ar-e shown in Chapter Five. 
( 5 3) 
bore · 70 
stroke 64 
exrnust port he ighi- 28 
exhaust port width 39 
transfer port height 12 
total transfer port 
width I 89 
points of ammonia injection 
I 6s 
I 17R 
section ox 
piston 
crankcase volume 1 ~ 
l~::s:=s:=:!~~ 
36 
165 
air inlet 
Flgure4.B Model Cylinder 
(54) 
30R 
CHAPTER F.IVE 
5. Results. 
5.1 Carburetted Engine Results. 
The results !or the standard carburetted engine are 
presented as an engine map of bsfc plotted against bmep and 
engine speed. This was done so as to b0 able to compare the 
performance, in terms of absolute values, to similar 
engines. 
The f u 11 th r 0 t t le v a 1 u es of b sf c , bm e p and a i r /f u e 1 r a ti o 
are plotted separat;::ly against en~1ine speed to compare with 
the full throttle tests on the fuel injected engine.· 
Figure 5.1 ::;ho1·1:; the bsfc map for the carburetted engine. 
The least value of bsfc of 3009/kVJh, is seen at 6000rpm. 
This increases ']cadually to a full thrott:le value of 
360g/kVih, and minimum throttle opening value of 330g/kWh. 
At half throU-.le a 'plateau' of value between 400-3509/kWh 
extends from 3500rpm to 5300rpm. 
The full throttle cesults show bsfc decreasing from 3500rpm 
to a min imuin of 34 Og/kWh at 7 200 rpm. Bmep shows a steady 
increase from 2500rpm to a maximum of 560kPa nt 6800rpm. 
The air/fuel 
The charging 
rises to a 
ratio varies greatly, 
efficiency dro~s to a 
maximum of 0,45 at 
but is on average, lean. 
min i mum at 4 3 0 0 rpm , then 
6 0 0 0 rpm . 'J.' h e t r a p pi n g 
efficiency varies until it reaches a maximum at 7200rpm. 
(55) 
5.2 Fuel Inject~d Engine Results. 
'l' h e r es u 1 t s f o i:- t h e f u e 1 i n j e c t e d e ng i ne a r e pr es e n t e d a s 
plots of bsfc and power against air/fuel ratio and injector 
timing for each iocation. (Appendix G) 
l 
5.2.J. Location l. 
For location l, the best timing for both power and bsfc at 
6000rpm coincided with opening of the exhaust port. At 
3500rpm best 'timing "ras at 65° atdc. 
For both speeds,-best power occurred at an air/fuel ratio of 
12:1, and best bsfc at 16,4:1 for 6500rpm, and 17,l:l for 
3500rpm. 
5.2.2 Location 2. 
Location 2 showed very similar results to those of location 
l. Best timing for bsfc and power was 60° atdc at 3500rpm 
and 90° atdc for 6000rpm. 
The values of bsfc wer'e generally 15% better- for- location 2 
when plotted against air/fuel ratio with similar trends for 
maximum power-, and least bsfc occur-ring at 12:1 and 16-17:1, 
respectively. 
(56) 
5. 2. 3 Location 3. 
'l'he r.esult.:s for location 3 show a \Jell dcf.ined [.)Qint·of best 
timing in 
and f 01: 
terms of bsfc. For 6000rprn this point i~ 70° atdc 
3500q)m, LL0° atdc. 'l'he variation in power is not 
more tlian 8% OV(~L- the range of timings at.35000rprn. 
'!'he bsfc and po1 . .1er trends when ~)lotted 
ratio, show best power at air/fuel ratios 
best bsfc at 15,4:1. 
agalnst air/fuel 
of 12-12,3:1 and 
5.2.4 Location 4. 
The best timing for bsfc and power at 3500rpm was 190° 
atdc. At 4600rpm this point moved to 125° atdc. 
Once again the tcer1ds in the previous three locations were 
reflected on the~ power and bsfc curves plotted against 
air/fuel ratio. Best power occurred at 12,0:l and best bsfc 
at 14 1 5:1. Not shown in the results is the high fuel supply 
pressure required (approximately 450kPa) to prevent 
combustion products blowing back into the fuel line. 
In general, the 
for the first 
cyclic regularity 
three locations, 
of the injected 
was very good. 
engine, 
Speed 
variation about a mean was no mor-e than 1% as opposed to 
some 4!~ for the carburetted engine. 'l'his is perhaps the 
only aspect of the injected enc3ine that was superior the 
carburetted engine. 
Injector flow rates 
lower than those for 
fuel supply pressure, 
5.11). 
on the runnin9 engine were generally 
the ca 1 i b r c::i t ed in j e c t or us i n g t he s am e 
pulse widt.h and orifice size, (Figure 
(57) 
5.3 Ammonia M~thod Results. 
<) 
Figures 5.13 5.16, show the ammonia traces using Diazo 
paper pasted to the cylinder wall and piston crown. 
Unfortunately, the original scavenging pictures had very 
subtle shades that. proved difficult to emulate for 
reproduction pucposes. For this reason, the reproduced 
I 
pi c t u r e s h av e b e e n 1 t ·o u c h e d u p 1 t o s how a c 1 e a r e r 
resemblance to the actual pictur~s. 
Figure 5.13 shows the scavenging pictures for the tested 
en g i n e . -Th e di s c represents the pi st on crown . Th is i s 
positioned i~ relation to the cylinder wall, which should be 
imagined to be encircling the di SC. The points of contact 
in the pictur~s are the true points of contact in a three 
dimension al vHmalization. 
Figure s.13Ca> shows a dark area on the piston crown 
emanating from the right main transfer port, e;< tending along 
the periphery to the back of the cylinder- opposite the 
exhaust port. A lighter shaded area covers much of the 
sector from 9 o'clock to l o'clock. 
The cylinder \,;all shows a dark area extending fr-om transfer 
port height up tO\ldrds the back of the cylindec. 
Figure 5.13(b) .sliow.s a light and dark area extending from 
each main transfer, symmetrically towards the centre. A 
slight 1 tongue 1 of darker shade is seen extending from the 
junction of the jets towards the exhaust port. 
The cylinder x;all shows a very gradual lightenin<J of shade 
from right to left. 
(58) 
Figur-e 5.13(c) has a dark patch emanating from the rear 
right boost port. 'I'his stops whE::r·e the two areas of lighter 
shade prcitruding from the main transfer ports meet. 
The top right and left extremities of the cylinder wall 
tr-ace have a darker shade t.han the r~st of the wall. 
Figure 5.14 shoHs the scavenging pictures for the model 
cylinder with the ports fully open. 
E'igur-e 
piston 
5.14(a) has a light acea 
with a definite 'tongue•, 
exhaust port. 
covering most of 
extending towards 
the 
the 
Shown on the cylinder wall is a stron9ly contrasting light 
and dark shaded area on the left. 
Figure 5.15(a) has a dark area in strong contrast to the 
('"eSt Of the piston CrOWn 1 directed I from the S8COndary !_)Ort 
towatds the back of the cylinder. 
The cylinder wall pictare here, indicated a rising column of 
ammonia at the back of the cylinder. 
'I'he results for 
reflect those 
the 
or 
model with the 
Figure 5.14, 
transfer ports half 
b u t t h e c y 1 i n de r 
open 
wall 
pictures indicate a strong swirl or loop towards a point 
abov~ .the exhaust poet. 
(59) 
CHAPTER SIX 
6 DISCUSSION 
This cha(?ter constitutes a discussion of the following 
points; 
* 
* 
* 
A comparison of the performance of the fuel 
injected engine with that of the carburetted engine 
and .possible reas.ons for the poor performance of 
the inj~cted engine for each injector location. 
A comparison with the results obtained by Blair and 
Vieilledent This will include a comparison of the 
ca)'."buretted engine results with accepted 
performance figures for other carburetted ·engines 
and possible reasons for its good pe rf orrna nee. A 
discussion on the scavenging analysis performed on 
the engine and on the model of an engine of proven 
performance, will also be included. 
Possible solutions to the pr-oblems preventing good 
performance of the injected engine. 
* Possible solutions to pr-oblems associated with the 
fuel control of a fuel injected two-stroke engine. 
6.1 Performance of the Fuel Injected Engine. 
From a comparison of Figure, 5.2, with Figure 5.3 5.10, 
it is clear- that the fuel injected engine was, in most 
respects, inferior· in performance to the carburetted 
engine. Figure 5.5, for example, shows a best bsfc value 
of 3609/k\tJh. HO\.;ever, this is accompanied by a 32% drop in 
power. 'l'his trend, though not quite as marked, is reflected 
i.n all locati.on.s for the injector, indicating that 
stratified charging is not occurring and that the low bsfc 
values are due only to the use of lean mixtures • 
. ( 60) 
All locations show maximum power occurring al :iir/fuel 
ratios of between 12-13:1. Furthermore, maximum power is as 
much as 10% less than for the carburetted engine. Best bsfc 
occurs at air/fuel ratios varying between 14,5-17:1 •. If 
stratification of charge occurred, with no short circuiting 
and mixing with exhaust gases, t,hen maximum pm1er would 
correspond to a tr-apped air/fuel ratio of 12-13:1 (as 
e x p e c t e d f r om a c a r bu r e t t e d e n g i n e • I f t h e t r ap p i ng 
efficiency of thE: engine at a partic~lar load and speed was 
0,5 for example, one \vould therefore expect maxi.mum power at 
an overall air/fuel ratio of 24-26:1. This was quite 
obviously not the case with the injected engine. The 
carburetted engine, at 6000rpm, for example, produced 
maximum power at an overall air/fuel ratio of .19,2:1, 
showing stratification of charge was occurring to a limited 
extent. This was due to transfer passage design creating 
good scavenging patterns and will be discussed later in this 
chapter. 
Discussing each location separately reveals some interesting 
points. 
6. 1. 1 Injector Location 1. 
Location 1 shows best timing of injection in terms of both 
power and bsfc to be generally, befoi:-e the exhaust port 
opens. At 3500rpm, foi:- example, this timing is 60° atdc. 
Bearing in mind an injectoi:- lag of lms, actual injection 
stai:-ts 20° latei:- at 80° atdc. The pulse width is l,Sm:S in 
this case, and covers a further 30° of crank angle. Since 
the injector housing is uncovered only some 125° atdc in 
this location, this means injection has occurred before the 
port has been uncoveced. The suggestion here, is that the 
fuel is injected into the modified injector shroud where it 
mixes with the small amount of air stored there, before the 
housing i.s u'ncovered. Once 'the fall.in<] piston opens the 
housing to the cylinder, the mixture is sucked out by the 
rapidly decreasing pressure. (61) 
'fhis proposal of events would appear to operate better in 
terms of prevenc.ing loss of fuel out of the exhaust than 
would injection timed to occur directly into the cylinder. 
In this case the fuel spray penetrates the 'aerodynamic 
wall' at the back of the cylinder as:, proposed by Vieilledent 
(17). 'l'he spray reaches the opposiite side of the cylinder 
near the exhaust por.-t and is lost with the exiting gases. 
'l'herefore little of no stratification of char.ge occurs. 
P o w e r i s s o m e l 0 % l e s s t h a n t h 'a t o b t a i n e d f o r t h e 
carburetted enqine with comparable fuel flow rates 
indicating inferior ability to trap fuel in the cylinder. 
'fhe presence of two black pat_ches on the piston crown after 
several houri:j running as indicated in Figure 6.1, supports 
the above suggestion, i.e. those patches would indicate that 
the fuel is hitting the cylinder wall. 
~carbon deposits on 
piston crown 
Figure 6.1 Piston Colouring for Location 1 
( 6 2) 
/ 
-.Jlt 
6.1.2 Injector Location 2. 
Location 2. show:;; very similar results to l oca ti on 1 despite 
the difference in spray pattern and direction. Maximum 
power is only slightly less (8%) with a corresponding bsfc 
some 40% higher (470g/kWh) than fo~ the carburetted engine. 
Minimum bsfc (340g/kWh) o~curs with a corresponding 28% drop 
in power at an air/fuel ratio of 15:1. This reasonably good 
value of bsfc i~ due to the use of l~an mixtures only. 
One would expect that the later the injection process 
occurs, in the open cycle, the less chqnce there is for loss 
of fuel an.a hence the bsfc should drop. 'l'his is not 
substantiated. in the results. Figure 5.6 shows the ef ct 
of late timing. For example, a pulse width of lms timed at 
180°, with an air/fuel ratio of 14, 9: l produced an appalling 
bs fc of 73 Og /kM1. A 11 ow i n g f or a l ms i n j e c tor- l a g , t he 
entire injection pi:-ocess in this instance, takes 
20° before the injector is again covered by 
This 20° added to the further 25° before the 
closes is sufficient time for the fuel to be 
40°, ending 
the piston. 
exhaust port 
lost. Any 
later injection timing produced deteriorating results 
indicating a minimum time is requiced for ue.l preparation. 
As this time 0·1er.laps with the open cycle, losses due to 
short ciccuiting und mixing can only be minimally reduced. 
6.1.3 Location 3. 
At this location two modes of injection wel'.'e possible 
depending on the injection timing. 
With the transfer port open it was possible to inject 
di rec t l y in to t he c y l i n de r • The s pr a y pat tern i n t h i s ca s e 
was a thin jet issuing from the modified injector. It was 
(63) 
hoped that the jet would travel accoss the cylinder and 
impinge on the opposite wall, forming a splash spray that 
w o u 1 d b e ca u g h t i n t he ' a e rod y n am i c w a 11 ' ca used by the 
strong flow of scavenging air at the back of the cylinder. 
'I'he second mode of injection occur~ when the piston covers 
the transfer port. The fuel jet then splashes onto the 
piston wall forming a ri!==h air/fuel mixture in the transfer 
port. 
The results show that the best bifc figures occur with early 
injection, (20°, before transfer port opening an 6000rpm). 
Al.lowing for injectoi:- lag, pulse width ·and the time for the 
jet to trave'1 (at a velocity of 20m/s), across the cylinder, 
the fuel hits the opposite wall some 20° before the transfer 
ports close. However, the best bsfc figures occur at an 
air/fuel ratio of. ~15:1, implying little stratification of 
charge. At this operating point the bsfc is 15% higher and 
the power 14% lower than for the carburetted engine despite 
the air/fuel ratio b~ing 16% richer (15,4:1). 
As the engine speed decreases one would expect best power 
and bsfc to occur at a later injection timing (for constant 
pulse width), as the constant timed injection rroce_ss takes 
less percentage of one revolution. This is reflected in the 
results. At 3500rpm, for example, best timing is 110° (40° 
later than for 6000rprn). With a lms injector lag, l,5ms 
pulse width, and 
20nfs, to cross 
2, 8rns reg ui red 
the cylinder, a 
foi: the jet, travelling at 
total injection time plus 
travel time, of 5 1 8rns is reg ui red. '11 h us a further 1.10 ° 
crank 
220° 
angle 
atdc. 
is needed until the injection process 
Unfortunately, there exists a further 
ends at 
45° until 
the exhaust par~ closes and this is sufficient for fuel .loss 
to occur. 
( 6 4) 
Timing on either side 
deteriol'.'ating bsfc as the 
transfer port ciosure~ 
of the optimum angle produced 
injection became timed nearer to 
Injection onto 
under'standably 
passage is used 
the piston skirt while the port was closed, 
produced poor bs~c. 'l'he main transfer 
to purge the cylinder of exhaust gases. A 
r i c h m i x t u r e i n, th i s pas sag e \.Io u 1 d s t and a good chance of 
the carburetted being lost out of the exhaust port. For 
I 
engine, on the other hand,· the mixture in the main transfer 
passage is, generally, lean. Therefore, what is lost is a 
lean mixture, as opposeo to a rich mixture for {non optimum) 
transfer injection. 
Long pulse widths of, for example, 6ms at 4300rpm produced 
p o o r b s f c . 'I' h i s 1-1 a s t h e r e s u l t o f a c om b i n a t i o n o f 
in j e c t i on d i rec t l y in to the c y 1 i n de r a n d i n j e c t i on on to t he 
piston skirt, with the consequent bad results. 
6.1.4 Location 4. 
For this location, it proved a surprise that the engine ran 
at all. 'l'his was only possible, however, with injection 
pressures in the region of 450-550kPa. These high pressures 
were nece.ssary to hold the injectol'.' needle closed under the 
high combustion pressures present as the injector was 
uncovered at 54° atdc, exposing it to approximately 10 bar 
of combustion pressure. At lower fuel supply pressures, the 
I 
injector acted as a sampling valve with combustion products 
blowing into the fuel line. 
The test 
previous 
.ratio of 
results \•Jere very much 
locations results with 
12:1, and best bsfc at 
a reflection of 
best powe.r at an 
an a i r /f u e l r a t i o 
the three 
air/fuel 
of 15:1, 
w i t h · a po o r: o v e r a 1 .1: pow e r o u t p u t • 'r h i s i n d i c a t e s n o 
stratification of charge with' 1 the resultant loss of fuel. 
{ 6 5) 
Injection timin(J foi: 
The engine would not 
best bsfc was 160° atdc for 4900rpm. 
run with later timing than 180° atdc 
and a pulse width of l,Sms for example. 'I'his shows 'I'hat 
early injection during the open cycle is necessary to allow 
time for fuel evaporation. 
fuel through mixing. 
Unfortunately this means loss of 
i 
A further reason for the poor bsfc is the high injection 
pressure used. 'l1 h.is would cause a large rebound splash on 
the opposite c y 1 ind er w a 11 • This, perhaps, extends across 
the whole cylinder, preventing stratification and promoting 
loss of fuel. 
In general then, at comparable po\.Jer levels, the bsfc for 
t he i n j e c t e d . e n g i n e w a s 4 0 - 6 0 % h i g he r th an for the 
carburetted engine. A decrease in bsfc could only be 
attained with a substantial (typically 25%) power drop. 
6.2 Comparison with Reported Results. 
A comparison of the test results with those reported by 
B 1 a i r ( 1 8 ) , rev'" al s genera 1 a g re em en t • B sf c ca n not be 
reduced without the use of lean mixtures with a resultant 
power drop. Blair, however, managed to produce air/fuel 
ratios of 24:1, and hence the bsfc could be reduced to 
val i:1 es of a pp cox i mate 1 y 3 2 Og I kWh . As expected, this 
produced a power drop of 24% when compared to full power at 
air/fuel ratios of 12:1. With the injector located at the 
crankcase inlet, 
the carburetted 
6500rpm). One 
Blair's figures 
enqine tested in 
can deduce from 
are similar to those for 
this study, ( 340g/kWh at 
th i s that the ca r bur e t t ed 
engine had a finely tuned carburettor performing its 
function as well as an in.let injector. F'rom Blair's study 
i t c a n b e c o n c 1 u d e d t h a t t h e i n 1 e t i n j e c t or 1 o ca t i on 
produc~:s the best overall results, and that there is very 
( 6 6) 
little ill1prove111ent .in economy at other injector locations 
without a considerable loss of power. Blair performed part 
I 
throttle tests that supported these conclusions. 
The use of a high voltage capacitor discharge injector 
firing circuit by Blair, showed t}1at the timing angle for 
! 
best bsfc was retarded from 30° atdc to 210° atdc at 
5500rpm, for example. 'l'he value of the bsfc rose from 330 
to 345g/kr1h showing no advantage in the use of this form of 
f i r i n g c i r c u i t. Us i n g a 1 2 v o 1 't f i r i n g c i r cu i t rri ea ns 
account must be taken of the. injector- lag, and timing 
there is no apparent 
'fh e use of t he ea r 1 y 
advanced aceor.dingly, otherwise 
disadvantage in using this .system. 
timing of ,.30° aldc for the 12 v o 1 t s y s t em s ho w s t ha t 
the injector is uncovered 
in this study, i.e. the 
injection 
supporting 
is occurring 
th~ results 
before 
obtained 
injected spr-ay must penetrate the 'aerodynamic wall 1 
proposed by Vieilledent. 
Unfortunately, !Hai• gave no indication of the pulse widths 
used or the mod.::.fications made to the standard Bosch fuel 
injector. These important facts could b~ helpful. 
Comparing the test results to those reported by Vieilledent 
reveals some interesting points. Figure 6.2 shows a 
comparison bet~een the carburetted engine used in this study 
and. Vieilledent 1 s results for indirect and direct cylinder 
injection. 
At l 01\1 eds it is evident that the carburetted .engine 
produces similar performance to the indirect inlet injection 
system. At high speeds the small power difference is due to 
the slightly lar-ger capacity of the Yamaha engine. The 
interesting point however, is that the carburetted engine 
approaches the bsfc values of the direct injection system. 
This effect will certainly be due to the expansion chamber 
\ 
( 67) 
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( 6 8) 
used on the carburetted engine. 
expansion cha.rnber had been used 
advantages oi direct injection 
If 
by 
may 
a well designed 
Vieilledent, the· 
have been less 
impressive. NE!Vertheless, at low speeds direct injection 
certainly appears to produce good values to bsfc. 
If a clearer indication had been given of details such as 
injector modifications, spray patterns, transfer port 
design, and injector timing, the reasons for the good 
performance may be apparent. Vieilledent stresses that the 
success of the injected engine lies in the 'aerodynamic 
wall' set up, durin'] scavenging, opposite the exhaust port. 
The spray should be entrained in this w~ll and not penetrat~ 
it as was obviously the case in this study. 
6.3 Analysis of the Carburetted Engine Performance. 
From the above it is apparent that the performance of the 
car bur e t t e d en g i n e is as good i f not be t t er than the 
performance of tile two engines reported having inlet 
injection as bein·j indicative of perfect carburation. 
Examination of the 
speed (Figure 5" 1), 
carburetted engi1H:! 
consumption. 
plot of bsfc against bmep and engine 
reveals the good performance that the· 
delivers in terms of specific fuel 
The effect of the tuned expansion chamber is clearly visible 
at 6000rpm. At this speed the bsfc varies from 300g/kWh to 
340g/k~Jh over the entire load range. Below 6000rpm the bsfc 
increases to 600g/k Wh at 2500rpm showing that the ex pans ion 
chamber assists in preventing loss of fuel through mixing 
and short circuiting over a limited speed range only. 
(69) 
Figure 5.2 sho\.1s the wide open thr-ottle results. Bearing 
in mind the definition of charging efficiency, it can be 
expect(:?d that charging efficiency should have a linear 
relationship with bmep. 
' In the speed range 4400rpm to . 6800r-pm an 
I 
increase in 
charging efficiency corresponds to an incr-ease in bmep as 
expected. As more fresh charge is trapped in the cylinder 
so one can expect the bmep to increase. 
\ 
This should be 
interpreted in conjunction' with the varying air/fuel ratio. 
If, for example, the air/fuel· ratio at 6000r-pm had been 
stochiometric instead of 18:1, the bmep may have been 
higher. 'rhe reason for the· increase in charginq efficiency 
is evident ~ram a plot of delivery ratio versus engine speed 
for the engine with and without an expansion chamber. 
Figure 6.3 shows the delivery r-atio for an engine without 
an expansion cha.rnber dropping off from a highest value at 
low speed. The effect of the expansion chamber is to 
incl:"ease the delivery ratio and hence the charging 
efficiency at high speeds. 
An interestinq feature of Figure 5.12 is the close 
relationship between the charging efficiency and the perfect 
mixing line, (nee = 1-e-L). See Appendix E for 
derivation. 
This shows that what occurs during sea ve ng i ng approaches the 
concept of perfect mixing. 
(70) 
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6.3.l The Ammonia Method of Scavenging Analysis. 
The ammonia method of scavenging analysis, provides some 
clues as to the reasonably good performance figures obtained 
for the carburetted engine. 
Figure 5.13(a), shows, injection of ammonia gas into the 
right side main transfer port and the resulting air flow 
pattern obtained by pasting' of Diazo paper onto the cylinder 
wall and piston crown. 
A tend~ncy for ~he ammonia to build up at the 'back' wall of 
the c y l .i nae r\ i s e v id e n t on bot h t he w al l a n a pi s ton c r own as 
shown by the d~rk patches. 
Figures 5.13(b. 1 c) show ammonia injection into the main 
transfer port (b), and boost transfer port (c), with the 
ports half open. Both pictures show the jet from the main 
transfer ports to be convergent. 'l'he point of intersection 
of the two main cl:'ansfel:' jets has moved forward towards the 
exhaust port promoting a small degree of short circuiting. 
As a result a small 'tongue' extending from the junction of 
the two jets tqwai:"ds the exhaust is evident. This is not 
s e e n w i t h t h e p i s t o n a t bd c . Fu r t he rm o re , t he re i s n o 
tendency for the gas to build up at the back of the 
cylinder. The above would indicate that scavenging is best 
at bdc and deteriocates on eithel:' ~ide of this position. 
Gas from the right t"ea r boost trans f el:' po l"t shows. a strong 
tendency to be l~etaineo at the back of the cylinder. This 
port is closed off by the piston skirt at bdc when the 
scavenging process is expected to be strongest. 'l'he 
advantage of these ports seems to be lost if one takes 
Figure 5.13(c) to be indicative of the airflow. 
(7 2) 
From the above then, there appears to be little evidence of 
s ho r t c i r c u i t ~ n g i n comp a r i so n w i t h the other gas fl ow 
patterns in the cylinder. 'l'here is also a strong tendency 
for gas to buil'd up at the back of 1 the cylinder. 
Figure 
the bsfc 
5.13 therefore indicates to 
figures for the carburett'ed 
a certain degree why 
engine are better than 
average. 
\ 
The advantage of the ammon·ia method· is the ability to obtain 
three dimensional visualizations of the scavenging process 
which is not possible with any other analysis technique 
known to the author. The ammonia method may be applied to 
models of epgine cylinders implying that expensive trial and 
error development on running engines is not required. 
The limitations of 
realized. As with 
the 
any 
technique as used in 
steady state study 
this thesis are 
of 
phenomenon, the 
case qualitative. 
results are only approximate 
an impulsive 
and in this 
the crankcase and 
In this study, the pressure ratio between 
the atmosphere is very close to unity, 
at, or close to bdc(l9), and therefore which is only 
perhaps, only illustrates the actual scavenging process for 
an instant. It is fortunate that this instant corresponds 
to the moment when scavenging is most strongly developed. 
Injection 
paper to 
patterns 
of ammonia into the crankcase 
turn a unifonnly darker shade. 
could b'e seen. '!'his was 
caused the Diazo 
'l'h us no sea ve ng i ng 
due to the low 
concentration of ammonia. Nevertheless a good overall idea 
o .f t h e s ca v e n g i n g p a t t e r n c o u l d b e o b t a i n e d f r om t h e 
separate inject~on of ammonia into each transfer port. 
The ammonia method could be developed to include impulsive 
studies on model cylinders. The following technique maybe 
useful: 
(73) 
A container \'Ji th a volume equal to the crankcase volume 
could be charged to a pressure equal to the maximum 
crankcase pre.;sure before the transfer ports open •• This 
container coulc:J be connected to. the crankcase inlet via a 
rapid action valve. If ammonia could be timed to be 
injected into the air stream on opening of this valve, it 
may be possible to obtain accura!te representations of the 
Work would be necessary to 
a the conditions at the exhaust 
actual 
obtain 
port. 
scavenging process. 
means of simulating 
I f . t h; :c s c o u 1 d q e achiev'ed, i t would provide a 
to any used s cave ng i ng · an a,l y sis 
at present. 
technique perhaps superior 
6.3.2 Ammonia Method Applied to Model Cylinder. 
Figures 5.14 and 5.15, show the ammonia traces for the 
model cylinder. 
Figure 5.14(a) shows the air flow from the left main 
transfer port to be strongly vertical towards the cylinder 
head. However, short circuiting is strongly evident from 
the pa th of the gas form the tr ans fer port out through the 
exhaust port and by the formation of a 'tongue' of gas 
directed towa,rds the exhaust port from where the main 
transfer jets meet. 
Figure 5.14(bl shows air flow from the secondary transfer 
port to be retained at the back of the cylinder. No evidenc 
of short circuiting from this transfer port is apparent. 
These trends were tepeated with the ports half closed, 
(Figure 5.15). 
(74) 
The scavenging pictures may then, provide some reason for 
t h e p e r f o rm a nc e o f th i s 
obtained by Blair(20). 
bsfc against engine speed 
model in firing configuration as 
Figure 6.4 shows the plot of 
at 1/4, 1/2 and full throttle for 
this engine. It is interesting to compare these results 
with those obtained for the engine used ih this study. 
"! 
The best bsfc value for Blair's cylinder was 330g/kWh at 
3000rpm and. 1/4 throttle. 
value changes to 4909/kWh.' 
However, at full thr-ottle this 
Compared to a 1/4 thr-ottle best 
value of 300g/kVlh and a full U1r-ottle value of 340g/kWh at 
6000rpm for the engine tested in this thesis. It can be 
concluded then, that ther-e is a sound basis to the ammonia 
method of scavenging analysis. 'l'ha t is, if one takes the 
evidence for- shor-t circuiting to be greater for the model 
cylinder- than for- the tested engine, which cer-tainly seems 
to be the case. 
6.4 Alter-native Method of Stratified Charging. 
The major- problem encountered in this study was the 
inability of the fuel spray to fonn a stratified charge, 
remote from the exhaust port. A possible solution to this 
p~oblem lies in the mbdel cylinder. 
It would appea~ that direct injection into the cylinder does 
not f o n'n a strati f i ed ch a rg e . However, in the above model, 
the air entering the cylinder via the two secondary ports 
forms a strong~y separate charge at the back of the cylinder 
with no indication of short circuiting. If fuel was 
injected into these transfer ports it would seem likely that 
stratification, of fresh charge would be easily attained. 
(75) 
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Losses clue to mixin9 may still exist but could certainly be 
minimized by judicious timing of injettion. 
Unfortunately, .:i. working engine with the above port layout 
could not be found and therefore could not be tested. 
A further problem anticipated woul~ be the high variation in 
flow rates required if fixed nozzle geometry and short pulse 
widths were used. This would require the use of high 
pressures to produce maximum discha 1rge within a short pulse 
width. If the nozzle outlet diameter was increased as might 
be suggested, the ability to cope with the smallest 
discharge would be lost beµring in mind injector lag. A 
solution ta· this might be the use of one injector located in 
each secondary tcansfer port, thus halving the 'flow load' 
on each injector. 
6.5 Possible So~ulions the Problem of Control. 
'I'he only re po rb:d control sys tern ( 21) 1 used a memory map of 
injected fuel quantity required fo~.:- each engine load and 
speed. This is the system as used on fuel injected 
four-stroke eng~nes. 
~Hth the aid of 
produce a curve 
ratio, as done in 
exhaust gas 
of charging 
this study. 
a n a 1 y s i s , i t i s po s s i b 1 e to 
efficiency versus delivery 
If the delivery ratio could 
be measure¢] on 
and hence the 
a t· u n n in g en g i n e , the ch a rg i n g e ff i c i ency , 
air/fuel ratio and required fuel quantity 
could be calculated. 'l'his would provide a simple and 
i n e x p e n s i v e 111 •~a n::; of co n tr o 1 i f f or ex amp 1 e , a n a n a 1 og u e 
computer was used to simulate the relationship between 
charging efficiency and delivery ratio. Vieilledent and 
Yamagishi report that measuring the airflow and hence the 
delivery ratio of. a two-strqke (for a production engine) is 
( 7 6) 
diffic~lt and both use throttle position as an indication of 
load. It is felt however, that a hot wire anemometer should 
cope with the pulsating flow in the in.let system of a 
two-stroke engine and give a more ~ccurate indication of the 
ai rf 1 ow. 
'11h e above sugges ti ans should perhaps be the subject of a 
future thesis. 
( 7 7) 
CHAPTER 7 
7. Conclusions. 
'I'he perfonnance of the carburetted engine used in thi.s study 
was excellent .in terms of both brake specific fuel 
consumption and power. This was due to good scavenging 
p a t t e r n s a n d <ir1 (:? x p an s i ·on c h a rn b e r vrh i c h 1 i m i t e d .s ho r t 
circuiting and mixing. A minimum value of bsfc of 300g/kWh 
was achie~ed at 6000rpm and a maximum bmep of 560kPa. 
The theory \propo~;ed a strong 'aerodynamic wall' at the back 
of the cylind,er, remote from the exhaust, through which 
little injected fuel was expected to penetrate. 
Stratification of charge could then b~ expected, as reported 
in one study, with further reduction in short circuiting and 
m i x i n g 1 o s s es . '11 h i s how e v e r , d i d n o t o c c u r , d e s p i t e 
judicious variations in injector location,spray pattern, 
supply pressur~ and injection timing. 
The results obtained from the fuel injected engine were 
disappointing in thut 1 the performance of tlH~ carburetted 
engine always proved superior. Maximum bmep for location 2 · 
for e:wmple, ~1ith the injected spray directed from the back 
of the cylinder to\Jards the cylindel'." head, 1·1as 5,9kW,(some 
8%) down on the carburetted engine at 6000rpm. ·This 
occurred at an air/fuel ratio of 12:1. Increasing the 
air/fuel ratio to 16:1 reduced the bsfc to a minimum of 
3 6 Og I k VJ h , w i t h a fur t he r 3 2 % drop i n pow e c. 'J~ h i s i n d i c a t ed 
no stratification of charge was occurring. 
From the evidc~nce provided by other types of stratified 
cha r g e d en g i n es i t a pp ea rs th a t i t i s n e c es s a r y to s e pa rate 
the lean and dch charge befor!Lit ..£.!:!.~.the cl'.linder. 
( 7 8) 
The model cyli.nder used in this study, appears to be an 
ideal layout for this particular purpose. Scavenging 
analysis shows ~hat the incoming air from the two secondary 
transfer ports is strongly separat"ed from the r.est of the 
charge. If fuel was injected into 1 these transfer passages, 
there would be little difficulty in attaining stratification 
of charge. 
Unfortunately, 
running engine, 
a future thesis. 
th i s hypo t 11 es i s co u l d n ot be t es t e d f or a 
and this should,· perhaps, be the .subject of 
Judging from'· the ubove, the objectives of thi;~ thesis have, 
to a good extent, been fulfilled. 'l'he experiments showed 
the very limited advantages of direct fuel injection. An 
investigative path was follo\1ed which showed that fuel 
injection could be upplied to form an alternative form of 
stratified charge6 two-stroke engine. 
{79) 
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APPENDIX A. 
Example of Reduction of Data. 
Carburetted Engine: 
Speed 
(rpm) 
6700 
'l'orque 
(Nm) 
64 
Pressure Drop 
(Pa) 
228 
Fuel Time 
(seconds) 
145 
This is an example of data taken for the carburetted engine. 
Brake Power (B.P.) 
B.P. = T x w 
= T x rpm x2n/60 x 5,8 
where 5,8 is the gear ratio between the crankshaft and 
gearbox output shaft. 
B.P. = 64 x 6700 x 2n/60 x 5,8 
= 7 I 7 4kW 
Brake Specific Fuel Consumption (Bsfc). 
bsfc 
where Vol 
specific gravity 
therefore bsfc 
= Vol x S.G. x 3600/B.P. x fuel time 
= 16lml 
= 0.678 
= 357g/kWh 
A-1 
Brake Mean Effective Pressure (Bmep). 
bmep · = B.P. x 60/s.v. x rpm 
where s.v. is the swept volume 
therefore bmep 7,74 x 60/1,23 x lo-4 x rpm 
= 563,5kPa 
Mass Air Flow (Mair) 
From the Bernouilli equation, if the pressure drop is small, 
as it has to be, if the orifice is npt to throttle the air 
flow to the engine, the incompressible form of Bernouilli 's 
equation can be applied. 
Vair = J2-6. P/Pair 
From the continuity equation: 
results in Mair 
where Ca 
Pair 
Therefore Mair 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Pair x Vair x Ao x Ca 
coeff. of discharge for the orifice 
0,61 see ref (22) 
Orifice area = n(o,0322)/4 
= density of the air = P/RT 
= 0,61 n'(o,0322)/2,4 x 228/4 
= 0,0115 kg/s 
-~-2 
Air/Fuel Ratio(A/F). 
A/F = Mair/Mfuel 
\ 
= Mair x fuel time/Vol.S.G. 
= 15,3:1 
Delivery ratio (L) 
L = Mair·60/rpm.l,23 x lo-4. Pair 
= 0,697 
For the injected engine, the extra required in addition to 
the above, was delay time, pulse width and fuel pressure. 
This provided information so that the mass flow rate of fuel 
through the injector could be plotted against pulse width, 
for the running engine. This is compared to the calibrated 
flow rates in Figure 5.11. 
A-3 
Appendix B. 
Expansion Chamber Design. 
The purpose of an expansion chamber is to increase engine 
power as well as reducing fuel consumption. It achieves 
this by using the pressure wave reflection characteristics 
of the blowdown pulse as illustrated in Figure Al. 
The three pressure time histories show the output of a 
pressure transducer placed near the e"haust port. The 
purpose of the header pipe ·and diffuser is clearly to assist 
in clearing the cylinder· of exhaust products. However, in 
doing so, fresh air/fuel mixture will be lost in the 
process. Hence, the reflector cone is designed to 'plug' 
some of this lost charge back into the cylinder, with a 
positive reflected pulse, just as the port is closed be the 
piston. There is dispute over whether this pulse actually 
reverses the flow of exiting charge. 
Referring to Blair, it is assumed that these pulses travel 
at the local speed of sound. Experiments have revealed the 
following criteria with respect to the design of expansion 
chambers. 
pt 
a== 
a· 
Figure A 1 
__ ..._ eo to ,c tlc ~ tdl . 
o_ Vi_ ~L '"'-~ 
~ 
~'-~-=]~-= I 
Vi _____ ! jcl 1 I 
Prgssure time histories for three exhaust 
systems. 
B-1 
2,65 ( Ahp/Atp ( 4,7 
3,4 ( Acs/Ahp ( 4,5 
L2 = 154. (320-28) .JT/'N 
Ahp = header pipe cross sectional area 
Aep = exhaust port area 
Atp = tail pipe sectional area 
Acs = centre section cross sectional area 
B = crank angle between tdc and exhaust opening 
T = gas temperature in °R (1200-1500°R) 
L1, L2, X1, X2 = indicated lengths in cm 
N =engine speed in rpm, (6000rpm). 
These criteria were derived on an empirical basis and 
certainly seem to apply to the engine used in this study. 
B-2 
'l'he 555 Timer. 
Appendix C. 
Vee 
8 
threshold .--6------..--r-.--i---_.__5 control voltage 
~-=;-----2 trigger 
d is e ha rg e t--7...__..___, 
Cr-l 
---....,"=T 
~.--4~reset 
3 OU put r earth 
The basis of the circuit is a flip-flop with set and reset 
inputs controlled be comparators. The quiescent condition 
is with the Q flip-flop output high, so that the timing 
capacitor CT is shorted by the transistor T1. The 
output is then low due to the inverting output stage. 
The trigger is normally held high by the internal circuit 
and operates on a falling voltage. When the trigger input 
falls to Ycc/3, comparator 1 changes state and sets the 
flip-flop. The Q output goes low, sending the output 
terminal high, as well as switching of T1. Capacitor 
CT, therefore begins charging through the external 
resistor RT· Once the voltage across CT reaches 2/ 3 
Ycct' comparator 2 resets the flip-flop. 
T1 and discharges CT. 
C-1 
This switches on 
The timed period depends on the values of R'l.' and c.I' and 
can be calculated from the charging equation for an RC 
circuit. 
V =Vo [l - exp(-t/CR)] 
In th is case Vo = Vee and the value of V at the end of the 
timed pulse (time = t) is 2/3Vcc· 
Therefore 2/3 = 1 - exp(-t/CTRT) 
or 
Thus from Figure 4,3 it can be seen that the maximum and 
minimum delays wi 11 be 18ms and 1, 4ms re spec ti vel y, and the 
maximum and minimum pulse widths will be 0,4 and 6ms. 
The pulse edge rise and fall times should be less than SOns 
for maximum noise immunity. For this reason the first 555 
timer is connected in a Schmitt trigger mode. 
C-2 
Appendix D. 
Calculation of CO Concentration in the Exhaust Gas. 
Ortolani 
air/fuel 
and 0 2. 
and Mariani(23), derive an equation relating the 
ratio to the exhaust concentrations of CO, C02, 
Because of the excess air in the exhaust gas due 
to mixing and short circuiting of 
equation is substantially different 
fresh charge, this 
from that used for 
four-stroke engines where excess air is not accounted for. 
The derived equation is given below. 
A/F = 28,97 
(12,01 + l,008y) 
[H 20]d is the concentration of water vapor after drying 
and is typically 2,3% at 20°C. 
T h e r e f o r e , kn ow i ,n g t h e a i r I f u e 1 r a t i o t h e C 0 2 a n d 0 2 
contrations it is possible to calculate the CO concentration 
whose measurement using Orsa t apparatus· proved unreliable. 
D-1 
Appendix E. 
Theoretical Derivation of Perfect Mixing Line. 
Perfect scavenging or pure displacement scavenging would 
occur if fresh charge of certain mass entered the cylinder 
and ca used an equal mass of ex ha us t gases to leave vi a the 
exhaust port with no mixing or short circuiting, Therefore 
for displacement scavenging, the charging efficiency is 
equal to the delivery ratio up to a delivery ratio of 1,0 
where it remains as 1,0 for larger delivery ratios. 
Displacement scavenging is the upper limit of the scavenging 
process. In practice, the scavenging process is far less 
efficient. Mixing scavenging provides a more realistic 
model. The following assumptions are made: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
The process occurs at constant cylinder volume. 
The densities of inlet and exhaust gases are the 
same, hence volumes. can be equal to mass. 
The addition of a mass of air dMa to the cylinder 
causes an equal mass of exhaust gases dMe to 
leave the cylinder. 
The process is one of perfect mixing. The air 
enters the cylinder contents, causing a mixture of 
gas and air to leave at the same time. 
The instantaneous charging efficiency is 
Z = Ma1/M where Mal is the mass of air 
given by 
retained 
in the cylinder. Hence Z is the proportion of air 
in the cylinder at any instant. 
The mass of 
and the mass 
air entering the cylinder at any 
of air plus gas leaving is dMe. 
instant 
Of this, 
mass of air leaving the cylinder at any instant is ZdMal· 
E-1 
\ 
'l'hus dMal = dMa - ZdMe ( 1) 
and z = Ma1/M ( 2) 
Hence MdZ = dMal ( 3 ) 
Subs ti tu ting ( 3 ) into ( 1 ) 
MdZ = dMa - ZdMe ( 4) 
Now the mass of air entering the cylinder, dMa, equals the 
mass of gas plus air leaving the cylinder dMe. 
Substituting for dMe in (4), 
or dZ/(1-2) ( 5) 
In this differential equation, M is a constant, i.e. the 
cylinder mass remains constant. Z and Ma are variables. 
If we integrate between the following limits: 
and 
Z = O, Ma = 0 
Z =~CE, Ma = Ma 
commencement of scavenging) 
end of scavenging where z is 
now the charging efficiency, 
f)c E, and Ma is the total 
air supplied). 
Now the delivery ratio is defined as: 
So the second limit becomes: 
E-2 
Integrating (5) between the limits 
r'lcE I dZ/l-2 
0 
= 
-1 n ( 1-'(CE ) = L. 
ThereforeqcE = 1-e- L (6) 
This produces the perfect mixing li~e relating the charging 
efficiency to the delivery ratio. 
More realistic models suggest that the scavenging process is 
on e o f pure m i x i n g a n d pure di s pl ace men t , w i t h a t e rm for 
short circuiting involved. 
E-3 
Appendix F. 
Determination of the Charging Efficiency from the Exhaust 
Gas Analysis. 
'I'he basic stoichiometric chemical eqation for a 
hydrocarbon-air reaction is: 
Performing an 02 balance,the stoichiometric number of 
moles of 02 l. c. ~. 
a = 1 + y/4 ( 1 ) 
The basic chemical ~quation for combustion of hydrocarbon 
fuel with excess air is: 
(a+b/2-c/2-1)02 + 3,76aN2 
The percentage volumetric concentrations of co, C02 and 
H20 are defined as: 
[CO] = lOOb/nt 
[C02] = 100(1-b)/nt 
[H20J = lOOc/nt 
F-1 
where nt is the total number of moles of exhaust gas. 
From this 
nt = 100/([CO] + [C02J) 
l\J o w , t h e t r a pp i n g e f f i c i enc y n tr i s def in e d i n t e rm s of 
air supply to, and air trapped in the cylinder as: 
nTR = air trapped/air supplied 
= (air supplied - excess air)/air supplied 
= l - excess air/air supplied 
where excess air refers to the excess air in the exhaust 
gases. 
It can be assumed that: 
excess air/air supplied = excess oxygen/oxygen supplied 
Reference to excess air and air supplied is to the number of 
moles in each case. 
F-2 
Using the following nomenclature: 
Thus the number of moles of 02 in the exhaust gas, 02e1 
is: 
02e = [02]/([CO] + [C02J) 
If 02f = Number of moles of 02 supplied 
02s t = Stoichiometric number of moles of 02 
02e = Number of moles of 02 in the ex ha us t 
A/Fst = Stoichiometric air/fuel ratio 
A/F = Actual air/fuel ratio 
"'l'E = Trapping efficiency 
"CE = Charging efficiency 
L = Delivery ratio 
It can further be assumed that 
Therefore 
= (l+y/4). (A/F)/(A/Fst) 
So 
= 
1 _ [02]/([CO] + [C02J) 
( 1 + y I 4) • (A/ F) I 14. 5 
and 
F-3 
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Figure 5.13 Ammonia Method: Tested engine. 
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